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Film is an affective art form. Mainstream films in particular are carefully designed to provide 
viewers with affective experiences, and while the exact nature of this experience differs from film 
to film, the general strategy is notably consistent: films tell engaging stories populated by empa-
thetic characters and presented cinematically in a way that grabs the viewers’ attention, holds 
them in suspense, and elicits various emotions. Together, these narrative and aesthetic means 
lend each film scene a distinct mood, which describes the affective expression of the scene.
 By conveying a film’s intent to evoke a certain affective experience, film mood can provide in-
sight into the ways in which films affect viewers. It can also be used to describe and classify films 
based on their affective properties. As such, the concept of film mood may prove helpful not only 
from the perspective of film studies, but computer science as well, in which recent efforts have 
sought to develop methods to estimate the affective content of films based on features detected 
computationally from the film material.
 This dissertation studies film mood from the dual perspectives of cognitive film studies and 
computer science; that is, both perceptually and computationally. It has three main objectives: 
to determine which factors should be considered when assessing film mood, to examine some 
of the perceptual properties of film mood, and to investigate the extent to which ratings of film 
mood can be modeled with computational features. To this end, two user studies were conduct-
ed, and the data collected in the studies was used for both a perceptual analysis of film mood 
and for computational modeling of mood ratings. The modeling involved both commonly used 
low-level computational features as well as state-of-the-art high-level features.
 The results showed that film mood was an intuitive concept for viewers to assess and robust 
against individual differences between assessors. They also showed that the perceived inten-
sity of film scenes tended to follow a rise–plateau–fall structure, that extremely negative and 
positive moods were most common in scenes where music had the most prominent role on the 
soundtrack, and that the stylistic attributes of a scene were most strongly related to how energet-
ic the scene was perceived to be. Lastly, the results showed that the low- and high-level computa-
tional features complemented one another, providing unique contributions to mood modeling.
 Together, the results indicate that the concept of film mood is a useful one in terms of both film 
studies and computer science. By illuminating some of the ways in which film mood is related 
to both perceptual attributes and computational features, the dissertation contributes to recent 
efforts in these two fields to increase understanding about the affective experience of film and 
to improve the characterization of film contents by incorporating affective properties into the 
description.
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 ämletsiviiT
Elokuva on tunnepitoinen taidemuoto. Erityisesti valtavirtaelokuvissa tunnekokemusten tar-
joaminen katsojille on keskeinen pyrkimys, ja vaikka tämän kokemuksen luonne vaihteleekin 
elokuvasta toiseen, käytetyt keinot ovat pääpiirteittäin samat: elokuvat kertovat mukaansa-
tempaavia, empaattisten hahmojen täyttämiä tarinoita, joiden esitystapa kiinnittää katsojien 
mielenkiinnon, pitää heidät jännityksessä ja herättää erilaisia tunteita. Näiden kerronnallisten 
ja esteettisten keinojen vaikutuksesta jokaisella elokuvakohtauksella on oma tunneilmaisunsa, 
jota voidaan myös kutsua kohtauksen tunnelmaksi.
 Koska tunnelma ilmaisee elokuvan pyrkimyksen saada katsojissa aikaan tietynlaisia tunne-
kokemuksia, sen avulla voidaan havainnollistaa niitä tapoja, joilla elokuvat vaikuttavat kat-
sojiin. Sen avulla voidaan myös kuvailla ja luokitella elokuvia niiden tunneilmaisun mukaan. 
Näin ollen tunnelman käsitteestä on potentiaalista hyötyä paitsi elokuvatutkimuksessa, myös 
tietojenkäsittelytieteessä, jossa on hiljattain pyritty kehittämään menetelmiä elokuvien tun-
nesisällön kuvailemiseksi materiaalista laskennallisesti tunnistettujen piirteiden avulla.
 Tämä väitöskirja tarkastelee elokuvan tunnelmaa kognitiivisen elokuvatutkimuksen ja tieto-
jenkäsittelytieteen näkökulmasta, eli sekä havainnollisesti että laskennallisesti. Työllä on kolme 
päätavoitetta: selvittää, mitä tekijöitä tulee huomioida elokuvan tunnelmaa arvioidessa, tar-
kastella tunnelman havainnollisia ominaisuuksia sekä tutkia, missä määrin tunnelmaa voidaan 
mallintaa laskennallisilla piirteillä. Näiden pyrkimysten valossa järjestettiin kaksi henkilötestiä, 
joissa kerättyä dataa käytettiin sekä havaintotason analyysiin että tunnelma-arvioiden lasken-
nalliseen mallinnukseen. Laskennallisessa osuudessa tarkasteltiin sekä yleisesti käytettyjä ma-
talan tason laskennallisia piirteitä että parhaita käytettävissä olevia korkean tason piirteitä.
 Tulokset osoittivat tunnelman olleen intuitiivinen käsite arvioida sekä epäherkkä arvioijien 
yksilöllisten erojen vaikutukselle. Ne osoittivat myös, että elokuvakohtausten tunnelman inten-
siteetti noudatti yleisesti kasvu–tasaantuminen–lasku-muotoista rakennetta, että äärimmäisen 
negatiivisia ja positiivisia tunnelmia esiintyi yleisimmin kohtauksissa, joissa musiikilla oli 
merkittävin rooli ääniraidalla, ja että kohtauksen tyylipiirteet kytkeytyivät vahvimmin kohtauk-
sen havaittuun energisyyteen. Lisäksi tulokset osoittivat, että matalan ja korkean tason lasken-
nalliset piirteet tukivat toisiaan tunnelman mallinnuksessa.
 Tulosten perusteella elokuvan tunnelma on hyödyllinen käsite sekä elokuvatutkimuksen 
että tietojenkäsittelytieteen kannalta. Tuomalla esille tapoja, joilla tunnelma kytkeytyy erinäi-
siin havainnollisiin ja laskennallisiin piirteisiin, väitöskirja edistää näiden kahden tieteenalan 
viimeaikaisia pyrkimyksiä lisätä ymmärrystä elokuvan tunnekokemuksesta ja parantaa eloku-
vasisältöjen kuvailua tuomalla tunneilmaisu sen osaksi.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Background

Film is an affective art form whose global popularity stems largely from its

ability to elicit emotions in viewers. The tendency to provide viewers with

affective experiences is particularly strong in mainstream cinema and its many

genres, each of which comes with its own emotional expectations: a comedy

should make us laugh, a horror film should make us afraid, and an adventure

film should make us feel excitement and awe.

In other words, to be entertained by a film is to have had an affective ex-

perience in watching it [90]. Indeed, popular films have been called “emotion

machines” [126] constructed with the specific intent to provide their viewers

with “a carefully articulated mental and emotional experience” [18, p. 42]. This

process results in films where each scene has its own affective character [91],

which conveys the scene’s intent to evoke a certain kind of affective experience.

For example, a tearful reunion scene between two likeable characters, perhaps

depicted with a sweeping camera movement, warm colors, and dramatic music

on the soundtrack, might be characterized as happy, intense, and exciting, with

the intention of evoking positive feelings or emotions in viewers. Indeed, viewers

themselves commonly describe scenes and whole films in terms of their affective

character. For example, in describing a successful horror film, they are more

likely to note their perceptions of the film’s eerie, tense, or unsettling atmosphere

than their personal emotional responses to the film. In doing so, the viewers are

pinpointing a distinctly affective quality in the film itself, which can be called

the film’s affective character or tone, or, more succinctly, its mood [91,114].

Film mood has been said to determine “how the particular film-world is aesthet-

ically revealed and how we are affectively attuned to that world” [114, p. 155].

Through the use of various narrative and stylistic elements “in such a way

1
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that they are affectively congruent” [91, p. 470], film mood directs the viewers’

attention, encourages them to adopt a stance towards characters and events,

and primes them to experience moods, emotions, and other feelings [116]. By

influencing attention, understanding, interpretation, and reaction, film mood

therefore plays a part in both the cognitive and affective aspects of the viewing

experience. Though the concept of a “film mood” is metaphorical since films do

not literally have moods in the way that human do [91], film mood does function

in a manner similar to mood in humans, which has been shown to influence

attention, memory, performance, and assessments [21].

The importance of film mood in the film experience makes it a useful concept in

describing and classifying films. The ever-expanding selection of films available

online and elsewhere has made their classification a particularly pertinent issue.

Currently, though, films are mostly described by content providers (e.g. Amazon,

Netflix) and online databases (e.g. IMDb) in terms of semantic information such

as genre, plot, actors, and production country. This information is certainly

useful, but it does not address the aesthetic and affective appeal of films. For

example, two films belonging to the same genre, such as 2001: A Space Odyssey

and Star Wars, might be very different in terms of their aesthetics and affect,

and may thus appeal to completely different desires in viewers. A description

of a film’s affective character, combined with the other available information,

would help film viewers make more informed viewing choices based on their

personal preferences.

Considerable effort has been expended in the last 20 years on the topic of

film affect in both cognitive film studies (e.g. [90, 92, 116, 126]) and computer

science (see [139] for a summary). In the former field, the aim is to understand

the characteristics, conditions, and causes of the affective experience of film

from the perspective of cognitive science. In the latter field, the aim is to de-

velop methods to estimate the affective experience of film based on features

extracted computationally from the film material using the methods of multi-

media analysis, computer vision, machine learning, and statistics. However, in

both fields there has been little investigation of the affective properties of films

as components of the affective experience. In cognitive film studies, the idea of

mood as a property not just of film viewers, but of films themselves, has been

proposed only recently [91,114], and in computer science, studies that attempt

to estimate not the affective responses of viewers, but the affective expression of

films (e.g. [12, 86]), are in the minority. Consequently, there is a need in both

fields for further empirical research on the properties and underpinnings of film

mood.
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This dissertation examines film mood from the perspectives of cognitive film

studies and computer science. It has three main objectives. The first is to

determine which factors should be considered when conducting an assessment of

film mood. The second is to examine the perceptual properties of film mood in the

context of aesthetic and affective expression in film. The third is to investigate

the usability of computational features in the modeling of film mood. These

objectives can be expressed in the form of three research questions:

1. In what ways are assessments of film mood related to individual differences

between the assessors, their emotional responses, and the assessment

method used?

2. What are the perceptual properties of film mood in terms of its structure

within scenes, its variance across scene types, and its relation to the

aesthetics of the scene?

3. To what extent can commonly used low-level features and state-of-the-art

high-level features be used to model ratings of film mood?

The first two questions are related to cognitive film studies and the third to

computer science. However, these two fields can benefit one another in efforts to

understand and describe the affective properties of films. For example, human

assessments of mood are needed to provide ground-truth data for the develop-

ment of algorithmic methods, and an understanding of the perceptual properties

of film mood should drive the development of computational features used to

model mood automatically. Similarly, computational methods can benefit film

studies, since they can be used to analyze large amounts of data effectively

and can therefore reveal overall trends across films, as has been shown in [23].

Computational methods can also be expected to be consistent in the sense that

similar inputs will always lead to similar outputs. Thus, given a properly trained

model, computational estimates of a given film attribute can be preferable to hu-

man assessments of the same attribute, which are always inherently subjective

and can consequently be affected by rating bias.

By answering the aforementioned research questions, the dissertation aims

to increase understanding about the ways that films engage and affect viewers.

It also aims to contribute to efforts to describe and classify films in a way that

serves the preferences and needs of viewers. As such, its intended contributions

span both theory and practice.

Three aspects specify the scope of the dissertation. First, the study focuses

on so-called global mainstream films, that is, narrative fiction films intended

to appeal to a mass audience worldwide [18]. These films typically adhere to
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the so-called Hollywood style of filmmaking, in which the elicitation of emotions

by various narrative and aesthetic means is a central goal. As such, they are

well suited to a study of the properties of film affect. On the other hand, so-

called art films (whether narrative or experimental), documentaries, and films

representing a particular regional cinema (e.g. Bollywood) are beyond the scope

of the study. Such films can differ considerably from mainstream films and one

another (experimental films, for example, are unique by definition) in terms

of their narrative and aesthetic strategies as well as their emotional appeals.

Therefore, for practical reasons, this study focuses on a type of cinema on whose

narrative, stylistic, and affective characteristics an abundance of literature

exists (see [83] for a summary) and which holds particular potential in terms of

computational modeling due to its consistent use of stylistic devices for aesthetic

and emotional effect [90].

Second, the study examines the mood of single film scenes. As such, it does

not make claims about the mood or moods of complete films, though a discussion

of how these might be related to the moods of individual scenes is provided in

Chapter 7.

Lastly, the attributes of film that the study considers as potential influences

on mood are mainly aesthetic ones; that is, attributes related to artistic expres-

sion [7]. This mostly excludes narrative attributes – those attributes related

specifically to storytelling – from the analysis, though some such attributes are

examined in the last publication of the study (P4). This exclusion serves the

purpose of devoting resources to an investigation of how aesthetics, and style in

particular, relates to affect in film. Past theoretical and empirical work in cogni-

tive science has highlighted the connection between aesthetics and affect, with

film [92,116] and other media [47,61], and this approach is also adopted here.

Highlighting aesthetics also serves a practical purpose: the various aesthetic

attributes of film, especially those related to film style, are easier to estimate

computationally than narrative attributes.

1.2 Overview of the Publications

In the four publications of the dissertation (P1–P4), we investigated how the

perceived mood of a film scene is related to properties of the scene as well as

properties of the viewer. We studied these properties by way of perceptual at-

tributes, i.e. properties assessed by viewers, as well as computational features,

i.e. properties detected automatically from the film scenes. The properties and

their relations investigated in the individual publications are summarized in
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Figure 1.1. The conceptual framework of the dissertation. Properties of films are on the left
and properties of viewers on the right. Perceptual attributes are at the top and
computational features at the bottom. The lines connecting the properties indicate
the relations investigated by the individual publications (P1–P4).

Figure 1.1, which shows the conceptual framework of the dissertation. Fig-

ures 1.2–1.5 present the scope of each of the four publications in more detail

using the same format as Figure 1.1. Definitions of the relevant concepts of the

study as well as an overview of each publication’s methodologies and contribu-

tions are presented below.

In the context of the study, film mood is defined as the overall affective char-

acter of a film scene as perceived by viewers. Unless otherwise stated, the

word “mood” is used in the study to refer to film mood, not the mood of the

viewers. On a perceptual level, the publications of the study investigated the

relations between film mood and three attributes of film scenes: scene type, style,

and general aesthetics. The term aesthetics is used here to refer to style and

general aesthetics together. Scene type refers to a categorization of the scene

in terms of its salient narrative or aesthetic properties, such as location or the

use of dialogue. Style encompasses those aesthetic attributes that are related to

specific filmmaking techniques. These include attributes like colorfulness and

fastness, related to techniques such as lighting, camerawork, and editing [19].

General aesthetics encompasses abstract aesthetic attributes like beauty and

pleasantness that are not directly related to any specific stylistic devices or

filmmaking techniques.

The publications also investigated the relations between film mood and two

perceptual attributes of film viewers: their individual differences and their

emotional response to the film material. The term affect is used here to refer

to film mood and emotional response together. Individual differences involve

attributes related to the viewer’s personality, film expertise, and initial mood at

the time of viewing. Emotional response involves the emotions evoked in the

viewer by the film material.
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Figure 1.2. Publication P1 within the conceptual framework of the dissertation.

Lastly, the publications investigated the relations between film mood and

computational features that could be automatically extracted from the film

scenes. The investigations involved both so-called low-level features and high-

level features. The former category refers to relatively simple features, such as

color or loudness, that describe the audiovisual properties of the scene without

any interpretation of the scene’s content on a semantic level (e.g. its genre,

plot, or dialogue). The latter category refers to more complex features, such as

dialogue sentiment, that involve some degree of semantic interpretation of the

scene contents.

In publication P1, we investigated the relations between film mood and emo-

tional response (called “perceived affect” and “felt affect” in the publication). We

conducted a user study whose participants rated a number of film clips in terms

of these attributes as well as various aesthetic attributes. The participants also

provided background information about themselves. We then investigated which

of the two affective attributes, mood or emotional response, showed greater

inter-rater agreement and which of them could be more successfully modeled

with stylistic attributes (called “features” in the publication). We discovered that

the mood ratings showed greater inter-rater agreement and were easier to model

with stylistic attributes. These results confirmed the feasibility of investigating

film mood and its relation to aesthetic attributes in more detail, paving the way

for the further studies carried out in P2–P4. Figure 1.2 shows the scope of P1

within the conceptual framework of the dissertation.

In publication P2, we further examined the various perceptual attributes

affecting film mood using the data collected in the first user study. We inves-

tigated the modeling of mood ratings with aesthetic attributes in more detail,

with both stylistic and general aesthetic attributes (called “low-level features”

and “high-level features” in the publication). We also studied the correlations

between the two aesthetic attribute groups and investigated the potential influ-

ence of the participants’ background attributes on their mood ratings. We found

the stylistic attributes to perform better in mood modeling than the general

aesthetic attributes and to be related to three general aesthetic attributes in
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Figure 1.3. Publication P2 within the conceptual framework of the dissertation.

particular: beauty, interest, and pleasantness. Lastly, we found that the mood

ratings were only marginally affected by the background attributes. These

findings revealed that viewers’ perceptions of film mood are insensitive to indi-

vidual differences between viewers and strongly influenced by the film’s stylistic

attributes. Together with the results of P1, these results laid the groundwork

for our investigations on the computational modeling of film mood in P3 and

P4. Figure 1.3 shows the scope of P2 within the conceptual framework of the

dissertation.

In publication P3, we moved to investigate the usability of computational

features in the modeling of the film clips’ aesthetics and affect, as assessed by

the participants of the first user study. We computed a number of low-level

computational features from the film clips and used them to predict the partici-

pants’ ratings of the clips’ style, general aesthetics (called simply “aesthetics”

in the publication), and mood (called “perceived affect” as in P1), as well as

their emotional responses to the clips (called “felt affect” as in P1). We also

investigated whether affect curves, drawn by the participants, that described

changes in valence and arousal within the scenes could be used to improve the

accuracy of the mood and emotional response prediction. We found the prediction

of style, mood, and emotional response ratings to be equally successful, whereas

the prediction of general aesthetic attributes failed. We also found that features

from both the video and audio modalities contributed to the affect prediction

models. Lastly, we found the affect curves to partially improve the mood and

emotional response prediction. These results illustrated the feasibility of using

low-level computational features to predict film mood, but the prediction was

only moderately successful overall, leading us to conduct an expanded experi-

ment on the computational modeling of film mood, reported in P4. Figure 1.4

shows the scope of P3 within the conceptual framework of the dissertation.

In publication P4, we investigated the computational modeling of film mood in

more detail. We first conducted a pilot study (called “Study 1” in the publication)

in which we compared two mood assessment methods: the traditional indirect

method, in which the ratings are given on a set of descriptive items that are then
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Figure 1.4. Publication P3 within the conceptual framework of the dissertation.

transformed to mood values, and our proposed direct method, in which mood

is assessed directly in terms of the target values. The participants of the pilot

study also assessed the general influence of groups of narrative and stylistic

attributes (events, speech, and visual and auditory style) on their mood ratings.

Based on the results of the pilot study, we created a larger set of film clips

covering a number of common scene types (categorized by location, time of day,

and the use of music and dialogue) and conducted a second user study (called

“Study 2” in the publication) in which we collected ratings of the clips’ style and

mood. We analyzed these ratings across the scene types, and also studied the

performance of state-of-the-art high-level features as well as common low-level

features in modeling the participants’ mood ratings.

We found that our direct mood assessment method provided similar results

to the more resource-intensive indirect method. We also found that the scene

type classification brought out differences in the participants’ mood ratings, the

influence of the various narrative and stylistic attribute groups on these rat-

ings, as well as the ratings’ correlations with the individual stylistic attributes

and computational features. Lastly, we found that the low- and high-level fea-

tures completed each another in mood modeling: where the low-level features

failed, the high-level features succeeded, and vice versa. In all, these findings

illustrated that computational studies on film mood can benefit from utilizing

both low- and high-level features and by considering different scene types sepa-

rately. Figure 1.5 shows the scope of P4 within the conceptual framework of the

dissertation.
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Figure 1.5. Publication P4 within the conceptual framework of the dissertation.

1.3 Structure of the Dissertation

This dissertation consists of the summary (Chapters 1–8) and four publications

(P1–P4). The summary presents the background, goals, methods, and key

findings of the publications. It also assesses the relevance of the results in

the context of cognitive film studies and computer science. As the summary is

necessarily a condensed overview of the publications’ contents, the reader is

referred to the original texts for further details.

The rest of the summary is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview

of relevant affective and aesthetic attributes and presents a review of recent

work on the computational modeling of film affect. Chapter 3 gives an overview of

the two user studies we conducted. Chapters 4–6 present our results relating to

the topics covered by the dissertation’s three research questions: the assessment

of film mood (Chapter 4), the perceptual properties of film mood (Chapter 5), and

the usability of computational features in the modeling of film mood (Chapter 6).

Chapter 7 summarizes our answers to the research questions and provides a

discussion of our findings in the context of cognitive film studies and computer

science. It also addresses the study’s limitations and suggests potential avenues

for further research. Chapter 8 concludes the summary with recommendations

for future studies on film mood.
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2. Affect and Aesthetics in Film

This chapter first gives an overview of the affective concepts, models, and as-

sessment methods commonly used in psychological studies (Section 2.1). It then

covers the relevant findings in cognitive film studies about affect (Section 2.2)

and aesthetics (Section 2.3). Lastly, it presents a review of some of the recent

work on the computational modeling of film affect (Section 2.4).

2.1 Affect: Concepts, Models, and Assessment

This section provides a general introduction to those aspects of affect relevant to

this dissertation. It first offers a definition of affect in terms of the concepts of

feeling, emotion, and mood, and then presents methods commonly used in exper-

imental psychology to model and assess affective phenomena. These concepts

and methods are later discussed in the context of film in Sections 2.2–2.4.

2.1.1 Feeling, Emotion, and Mood

Affect is a broad psychological category that encompasses feelings, emotions,

and moods [8]. A feeling can be defined as a conscious subjective experience or

sensation (e.g. feeling hot, feeling happy). Emotions, in turn, are more complex

mental phenomena that involve feelings among other properties. A number of

theories of emotion have been proposed over the years, but most contemporary

theories agree that an emotion is an affective state marked by an evaluation of

the situation (e.g. “I am in danger”), physiological changes (e.g. increased heart

rate), external expressions (e.g. screaming), a subjective experience (e.g. feeling

uncomfortable), and changed mental processes and behavioral dispositions

(e.g. wanting to flee). So-called cognitivist theories of emotion also stress the

intentionality of emotions. In other words, an emotion always has an object; it is

about something (e.g. being scared of a wolf) [92]. A mood, on the other hand, is

a diffuse affective state characterized by relatively enduring subjective feelings
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that affect experience and behavior [105]. A mood is generally longer-lasting

than an emotion and is not directed at anything in particular (e.g. being in a bad

mood without knowing why).

Mood and emotion are thought to be related to one another [21]. Moods

influence which emotions are experienced, increasing the tendency to experience

related emotions. Conversely, emotions often cause or contribute to moods.

2.1.2 Discrete and Dimensional Affect Models

Several models of affect have been developed to distinguish between affects, es-

pecially emotions, and to determine how they relate to each other. These models

are typically based on one of two competing theories of emotion: discrete (or

categorical) and dimensional [145]. Discrete emotion theory posits the existence

of discrete basic emotions, such as joy or sadness, governed by distinct neural

processes and exhibiting different physiological, psychological, and behavioral

responses [93]. One of this theory’s central proponents has been Paul Ekman,

whose pioneering work on the cross-cultural nature of certain emotions has led

to the widespread popularity of his list of six basic emotions: happiness, surprise,

fear, anger, disgust–contempt, and sadness [41].

Dimensional emotion theory, on the other hand, sees emotions as arising from

overlapping neurophysiological systems, or so-called affect dimensions [93]. The

most common dimensional representation of emotion is the one based on James

A. Russell’s circumplex model of affect [93,98] (Figure 2.1), with two orthogonal

dimensions: valence (or pleasure) and arousal (or activation). Valence reflects

the degree to which a feeling is negative (unpleasant) or positive (pleasant), and

arousal reflects the degree of alertness or intensity associated with the feeling,

from low (calm) to high (aroused). Russell has posited that combinations of

values along the valence and arousal dimensions make up so-called core affects,

conscious states of “simple, nonreflective feeling” [99, p. 147] that are at the

heart of all affective experience [99]. For example, sadness could be described

as a core affect of negative valence, and anxiety as a combination of negative

valence and high arousal. Some models also include a third dimension, control or

dominance, which reflects the degree to which the emotion is under the control

of the person experiencing it [101].

Of the two emotion theories, the discrete theory has historically been the

more dominant one [8]. In recent decades, however, its validity has been called

into question due to a lack of neurological and physiological evidence for the

existence of discrete basic emotions, as well as due to people’s difficulty in

assessing these emotions. Conversely, much empirical support has been found
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Figure 2.1. The circumplex model of affect. The valence and arousal dimensions are represented
by the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. Various core affects produced
by combinations of values on these dimensions are listed along the circumference.
Adapted from [93].

for the dimensional emotion theory, and the valence–arousal affect model in

particular; see [93] for a summary. The debate over the preferability of one

theory over another continues, with arguments and evidence presented for

both dimensional [40] and discrete-emotion [110] models as well as for hybrid

models incorporating aspects of both theories [29]. Nevertheless, dimensional

affect models are now widely used in psychometric studies with various kinds of

stimuli, including photographs [71], film [10], and music and speech [52].

Despite its popularity, the valence–arousal affect model has attracted criticism

for the ambiguity inherent in the concepts of valence and arousal, a point

conceded by Russell himself [99]. In particular, the validity of the concept

of arousal has been called into question for failing to correspond to a single

physiological process [38], and the use of two arousal dimensions, energetic and

tense arousal, has been proposed as an alternative [130]. In this dual-arousal

model, energetic arousal describes a feeling’s degree of vigor or energy, from

sleepy to awake, and tense arousal its degree of nervousness or tenseness, from

calm to tense. Several studies have since found support for the dual-arousal

approach; see [108] for a summary. Still, the use of a single arousal dimension

remains more common, possibly due to the increased complexity inherent in

using two arousal dimensions.

We used the dual-arousal approach [130] in both of our two user studies,

detailed in publications P1, P2, and P4 and summarized in Chapter 3. We also

used the single-arousal approach in a pilot of the first user study as well as in

the affect curve assessments of that study. The affect curve data was used in

publication P3 (Sections 5.1 and 6.1).
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2.1.3 Affect Scales

When assessing people’s perceptions or experiences of affect, a central issue

is the selection of the appropriate assessment method. Several textual and

pictorial self-report affect scales have been developed to this end. Textual

scales representing the discrete-emotion approach to affect modeling include the

Differential Emotion Scale (DES) [55], which measures affective experience in

terms of ten basic emotions (e.g. “interest”), each assessed in terms of three items

(e.g. “attentive”, “disgusted”), for 30 items in all. The items are rated on five-

point scales indicating the extent of the item’s correspondence to the assessor’s

affective experience (1 = very slightly or not at all, 5 = very strongly), and

each affective state is scored as the sum of its item ratings. The DES scale

was modified in [97] to incorporate a broader range of media-specific emotions

(e.g. “amusement”, “boredom”). The resulting Modified Differential Affect Scale

(MDAS) measures affect in terms of 14 emotional states that can be grouped

under positive, negative, and ambivalent emotions [10]. Each of the 14 emotional

states is assessed in terms of three items, for 42 items in all, each item rated on

a five-point scale as with the DES scale.

The dimensional approach, in turn, is represented by scales like the Positive

and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) [140], which measures valence in terms

of 20 items, ten for positive affect (e.g. “interested”) and ten for negative affect

(e.g. “guilty”). Here, too, the correspondence of each item to the assessor’s

affective experience is rated on a five-point scale, and the positive and negative

valence ratings are scored as the sums of their respective item ratings. Lastly, the

dual-arousal approach is represented by the UWIST Mood Adjective Checklist

(UMACL) [80], which consists of 24 items (e.g. “anxious”) rated from 1 to 4

(1 = not at all applicable, 4 = definitely applicable). These item ratings can then

be transformed to ratings along three affect dimensions: hedonic tone, which

corresponds to valence; energetic arousal; and tense arousal. As an alternative

to the dual-arousal representation, the item ratings can also be transformed to

ratings along a general arousal dimension such as the one represented by the

“activation”–“deactivation” axis in the circumplex model of affect (Figure 2.1).

Each of the transformations is based on eight item ratings, except for the general

arousal transformation, which is based on 12 ratings.

Pictorial self-report affect scales are often used to measure the assessor’s

affective experience directly in terms of affect dimensions. Common scales

include the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) [20] (Figure 2.2), a non-verbal scale

that can be used to measure affect in terms of the valence, arousal, and control
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Figure 2.2. The Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) scales for (a) valence, (b) arousal, and (c) control.
Adapted from [20].

dimensions. Ratings on each dimension are made on a nine-point pictorial scale,

on which the assessor marks the icon that best corresponds to his or her affective

experience. The Affect Grid [102] (Figure 2.3), in turn, is a single-item measure

along the valence and arousal dimensions. The two dimensions define the axes

of a two-dimensional affect space, much as in the circumplex model of affect [98].

The space is represented as a 9×9 grid, and ratings are made by placing a

check mark in the square that best corresponds to the assessor’s experience

in terms of the two dimensions. Lastly, the assessor can also report his or her

affective experience as it develops over time by drawing a curve in a diagram in

which the horizontal axis represents time and the vertical axis represents the

strength of the affective experience in terms of the specified dimension, such as

the positiveness of valence or the intensity of arousal [124].

We used the UMACL scale [80] in both of our user studies (publications P1,

P2, and P4; summarized in Chapter 3). We used the scale to collect ratings of

film mood in both user studies. In the first user study, we also used it to collect

ratings of the participants’ initial mood as well as their emotional responses to

the film clips. In addition, we used the Affect Grid [102] in a pilot of the first

user study. Lastly, we used the method of hand-drawn affect curves [124] for

the assessments of film mood and emotional response as they developed during

the participants’ viewing of the film clips; this data was used in publication P3

(Sections 5.1 and 6.1).
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Figure 2.3. The Affect Grid. The valence and arousal dimensions are represented by the horizon-
tal and vertical axes, respectively. Adapted from [102].

2.2 Affect in Film

In the last two decades, much of the work in cognitive film studies (e.g. [90,92,

116,126]) has sought to uncover the many ways that films – and popular films in

particular – appeal to the emotions and create an overall affective experience for

viewers. The methods involved were pioneered in Hollywood in the first decades

of the 20th century and have remained remarkably consistent ever since [18].

To engage and entertain viewers, popular films present a cinematic world that

appeals to the senses. They tell relatable, emotion-filled stories populated with

sympathetic (and decidedly non-sympathetic) characters. They create conflict

and delay its resolution. They encourage viewers to make assumptions (“the

hero will survive”) that are tested but ultimately confirmed. They use stylistic

devices to direct attention and to promote desired emotional responses. Above

all, their storytelling emphasizes coherence, allowing viewers to “sink into the

story” [88, p. 89] effortlessly and experience emotions freely.

2.2.1 Properties of the Affective Experience of Film

The emotions elicited by films have been found to be similar to those elicited by

other narrative art forms such as literature [46]. These emotions can be placed

into three categories [8].

First, there are the basic emotions elicited by the fictional action of the film,

usually – if the film is successful – in accordance with the film’s affective charac-

ter [84]. For example, a successful comedy makes viewers happy, and a successful

thriller makes them anxious.
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Second, there are the so-called aesthetic emotions, which are “qualitatively

different from [emotions] of everyday life” [92, p. 5] and involve the appraisal of

an artwork as a cultural artifact [33]. These two types of emotions are in line

with Ed Tan’s categories of fiction (F) and artifact (A) emotions, respectively

[126]. According to Tan, the affective experience of (successful) popular films is

dominated by F emotions, though intense F emotions can lead to A emotions, as

the viewers’ engagement in the depicted events gives way to an appreciation of

the film’s aesthetic properties. For example, a successful horror film might elicit

negative F emotions (e.g. fear), which might in turn lead to positive A emotions

(e.g. awe at the film’s engaging aesthetics).

Third, there are the complex emotions that involve sympathy (feeling for the

film’s characters) and empathy (sharing the characters’ feelings) [81,89]. Tan

includes these complex emotions in the category of F emotions, since they are

related to elements – namely, the characters – within the fictional world of the

film [126].

2.2.2 Perceived and Felt Affect

In describing the affective experience of film, an important distinction is that

between the viewers’ perception of the affect expressed in and by a film, and the

emotions elicited in the viewers by the film [19]. These can be called perceived

and felt affect, respectively. Perceived affect includes the recognition of emotions

expressed by characters in the film, which can in turn induce similar emotions

in the viewers through empathic engagement [89] as in the phenomenon of

emotional contagion common in face-to-face interaction [8]. In a broader sense,

however, perceived affect involves the perception of the film’s mood, which is

not necessarily congruent with the emotion expressed by the characters [89].

For example, a scene in which the film’s villain is happy might have a distinctly

negative mood.

In art and media psychology, the relation between perceived and felt affect has

mostly been studied with music [45,62,64]. An empirical study on the perceived

and felt emotion ratings of classical music [62] found that listeners’ ratings of

perceived and felt emotion tended to be similar in terms of both valence and

arousal, that the felt emotion ratings were more muted, and that listeners were

in greater agreement about perceived emotion, indicating that it is less sensitive

to individual differences between assessors. The study also found that though

music that was perceived as negative could still elicit positive emotions, a finding

echoed in [64]. This phenomenon might be tied to the concept of meta-emotions,

which describe the viewers’ emotions about their emotions (e.g. pride at being
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able to feel sad for a character’s misfortune) and which have been offered as an

explanation as to why “entertainment succeeds at making negative emotions

like anger, fear, or sadness feel good” [9, pp. 52–53]. It has even been argued that

in terms of affective response, happiness and sadness are not opposite concepts,

and that artworks such as films can elicit both at the same time [94]. Such

findings illustrate the ability of perceived affect ratings to bring out differences

between artworks that might seem similar in terms of the affective experiences

they provide. For example, an engaging horror film and an engaging comedy

might both elicit a positive affective experience in viewers despite their obvious

differences in mood.

Empirical studies on perceived and felt affect in film are lacking, though a

recent multimedia study using non-film video clips found the viewers’ ratings of

perceived and felt basic emotions to be consistent, with slightly lower standard

deviations (i.e. greater inter-rater agreement) for the perceived emotion ratings

[66]. Also, in computer science, a few studies on the computational modeling of

film affect have focused on ratings of the film’s perceived affect – also called its

“expected feeling or emotion” [49] or its “connotative properties” [12] – instead of

felt affect on the grounds that perceived affect can be expected to be the more

objective, and thus more consistent and reliable, of the two measures.

The perceived–felt dichotomy served as a fundamental basis of the current

study in the form of the distinction between the viewers’ perception of the mood

of a film scene and their actual emotional response to the scene. We investigated

the distinction from a perceptual point of view in publication P1 (Section 4.2)

and from a computational point of view in P3 (Section 6.1).

2.3 Aesthetic Attributes of Film

As with any evolving art form, the aesthetics of film cannot be fully encapsulated

in a finite set of attributes. However, forgoing a requirement of comprehensive-

ness, we can identify a number of relevant attributes that appear regularly in

the literature and have been shown to be useful in describing the aesthetics

of various types of artworks [5]. Additionally, we can pinpoint attributes spe-

cific to film, involving the various filmmaking techniques that make up film

style [19]. We can call these general aesthetic attributes and stylistic attributes,

respectively.
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2.3.1 General Aesthetics

General aesthetic attributes involve abstract concepts that have traditionally

been used to describe the aesthetics of artworks in general. These include

such concepts as beauty, complexity, familiarity, interest, novelty, pleasantness,

and understandability [5,6,13,47,57,73,74,111,112]. Ed Tan defines interest

as “the inclination to call on ... and to employ [resources] for the elaboration

of a stimulus, under the influence of the promises which are inherent in the

present situation with respect to expected situations” [126, p. 86]; in other

words, to be “fascinated, mesmerized, and captivated” [p. 85] by a film. For

Tan, interest is the central film emotion, although there is some debate as to

whether interest is an emotion in itself, or merely a separate cognitive state that

often precedes emotions; see [132] for a summary. In any case, interest seems

to play a more central role in the aesthetics of film than in that of other visual

art or music [5]. As to how other general aesthetic attributes relate to interest,

in [112] it was found that film clips rated as complex but comprehensible were

also considered interesting, especially among viewers with film expertise. Also,

in [132] paintings rated as disturbing were also considered interesting, whereas

their pleasantness had no effect on their interest ratings.

2.3.2 Style

In addition to these abstract aesthetic attributes, the aesthetics of artworks also

involves various stylistic attributes – such as color, contrast, and symmetry –

related to specific artistic techniques. With his concept of “aesthetics from

below” [43], Gustav Fechner, the father of experimental aesthetics, laid the

groundwork for modern models of aesthetic appraisal and experience that begin

with bottom-up processing of low-level perceptual attributes [73]. Daniel Berlyne

later developed this dichotomy further with his concept of first- and second-order

aesthetic properties [14], the former category involving attributes that can be

examined independently of the artwork as a whole, and the latter describing

more abstract “collative variables” [14, p. 69] such as complexity that cannot be

reduced to a specific technique.

In the case of film, David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson have identified

and described the various filmmaking techniques that make up the foundations

of film style [19]. These can be grouped in terms of their modality into visual

(image-related) and audio (sound-related) techniques.

Visual techniques include those related to the so-called mise-en-scene of the

film (i.e. elements in front of the camera): set design, costume, makeup, po-
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sition and movement of actors, and lighting. They also include a number of

cinematography-related techniques such as onscreen and offscreen space as

well as camera angle, level, height, distance, and movement. Lastly, visual

techniques include the visual aspect of film editing, i.e. the timing of shots in

the film.

Auditory techniques, in turn, involve the use of three types of sound: speech,

music, and sound effects. Filmmakers can manipulate several perceptual proper-

ties of these sounds, the main ones being loudness (perceived amplitude), pitch

(perceived frequency), timbre (perceived tone quality or “color”), and rhythm

(perceived beat, pace, and a pattern of accents). Auditory techniques also involve

sound editing, i.e. the timing of sounds in the film.

All these techniques can be manipulated individually, although in mainstream

film they are often used together in a way that is narratively and affectively

coherent, in a process called synesthetic affect [90]. For example, to indicate

that a character is dangerous, his or her entrance could be presented with a

combination of dark lighting, low camera angle, and ominous music. In this

context, all the aforementioned techniques have a “congruent affective charge”,

and together they express “a unified and coherent” mood [90, p. 157]. It should

be emphasized, though, that individual stylistic techniques carry no pre-defined

narrative meaning or affective charge in themselves. According to Bordwell and

Thompson, “there is no general recipe for concocting a novel or film to produce

the ’correct’ emotional response. It is all a matter of context” [19, p. 60]. Still,

if “the emotion felt by the spectator will emerge from the totality of formal

relationships she or he perceives in the work”, as Bordwell and Thompson state,

then the more stylistic techniques are used simultaneously in a narratively

and affectively coherent manner, the more likely it is that a specific mood or

emotional response will be evoked.

The contributions of the aforementioned filmmaking techniques on the aesthet-

ics of the resulting film can be expressed in the form of stylistic attributes [23].

These are attributes that include “any physical, quantitative aspect that occurs

regardless of the narrative” [23, p. 133]; in other words, they are measurable

attributes that are related to specific filmmaking techniques and that have no

pre-defined narrative or affective significance in themselves. Common stylistic

attributes include brightness, contrast, color, audio volume, shot scale (mea-

sured by the size of the human figures in the shot [19]), shot duration, and

motion. Another important attribute is the film’s overall rhythm. While the

exact stylistic components of film rhythm are not known, they have been said

to involve character and camera movement, the rhythm of sound, and perhaps
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most importantly, shot durations [19,56].

The quantitative aspect of stylistic attributes allows them to be computa-

tionally estimated from the audiovisual stream of a film; these estimates are

commonly called “low-level features” [23]. This has proven a valuable tool in

film studies, resulting in empirical evidence for the various ways in which style

influences film structure and perception. To mention a few key findings: it

has been found that luminance and color changes as well as motion can be

used to detect the beginning and end of events [35]. Luminance can be used to

predict character motivation in children’s films [22]. The point with the lowest

luminance in a film corresponds to the metaphorical “darkest moment” in the

film’s narrative, i.e. “the lowest point of the emotional curve” [65, p. 89], [34].

Music becomes steadily more prominent over the course of a film [34]. Films

tend to start with fast motion that then drops to a relatively constant level for

much of the duration, before peaking again at the end [34]. Shot scales within

scenes tend to follow a “inverted-U” pattern: scenes start with longer-scale

shots (i.e. shots that display a wide view), which then become shorter over the

course of the scene and lengthen again slightly at the end [35]. Action sequences

consist of clusters of shorter-duration shots, while dialogue sequences consist of

clusters of longer-duration shots [37]. Lastly, patterns of shot duration across

films approximate the patterns of human attention [37] and correspond to the-

ories about act structure and patterned fluctuation in the intensity of a film’s

narrative [34,65,131].

2.3.3 Aesthetics and Affect

Aesthetics and affect are closely related, as evidenced by the numerous refer-

ences in psychology to aesthetic emotions [33,74,92]. Also, affective experience

is sometimes considered to be a part of aesthetic impression [73, 111]. In [6]

the words most frequently used to describe visual aesthetic impressions were

found to have a valence component, and in [5] emotion-related aesthetic terms

(e.g. “touching”, “sad”) were found to be more prevalent for film and music than

for paintings.

In film studies, stylistic attributes are often claimed to have a major influence

on the viewers’ affective experiences [19,90,92]. For example, the purpose of film

rhythm has been said to be the creation of “cycles of tension and release” [88,

p. xviii], and film music has been claimed to act as a “modifier” on the narrative

aspects of the film, supplying viewers with “information about the emotional

significance of the action” [26, p. 143].

Still, empirical studies on the precise relations between stylistic attributes
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and affect in film are scarce. Film music is a notable exception; see [31] for

a summary. In more recent studies, music has been found to influence the

perceived mood of otherwise ambiguous film scenes in terms of valence, arousal,

control, and verbal labels (e.g. “anxious”) [86]. Music has also been found to

influence viewers’ perceptions of character likeability as well as their certainty

in knowing the character’s motivations [50]. Further, in a study on the effects

of motion on arousal [113], film clips were found to elicit higher arousal rat-

ings and physiological arousal responses than still images extracted from the

clips. Similarly, physiological arousal responses to clips of television programs

have been found to increase with shorter shot durations (i.e. faster edits) [70].

Lastly, the brightness and saturation of simple color samples have been found to

influence emotions in terms of valence and arousal [133].

We examined the relations between the aesthetics and mood of film scenes in

publications P1, P2, and P4; the results are summarized in Section 5.3. We also

investigated the use of style-based low-level computational features in P3 and

P4 (Sections 6.1 and 6.2, respectively).

2.3.4 Genre and Scene Type

Films and film scenes are commonly labeled and described in terms of two

concepts: genre and scene type. Their potential influence on aesthetics and

affect in film is briefly discussed below.

Genres are categories of popular films, each characterized by its particular

thematic, narrative and stylistic conventions [19]. These conventions define the

typical spectrum of expression in any given genre, and as such, they influence

what viewers considers typical or atypical, exceptional or commonplace. For

example, in an action film, rapid editing and loud music might seem common,

while in a drama they might be perceived as highly unusual. Certain genres are

dedicated to eliciting particular emotions above others, in some cases to such an

extent that the genres are even named after these emotions, such as suspense

and horror [27].

Still, using genre as a prior in a study of aesthetics and affect in film is

problematic for a number of reasons. For one, most films, regardless of their

genre, will express and evoke a variety of emotions throughout their duration.

Also, not all films fit neatly into discrete genres. While this fact is most evident in

art films, it is equally true of popular films, which, as their name suggests, often

intend to appeal to the widest possible audience. For example, a film like Titanic

certainly owes a large part of its popularity to being a genre-spanning hybrid

with elements of drama, romance, action, and disaster films. This ambiguity
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is even more pronounced on the level of single scenes. Even a hypothetical

“pure” representative of a single genre would contain scenes that were not

representative of that genre [136] due to various narrative and stylistic demands,

such as the necessity of setting up events and giving viewers moments of relief

between more intense, often genre-typical scenes, such as action or horror scenes

in these respective genres.

Determining the genre of each film scene individually based on its stylistic

attributes is also not straightforward. For example, although action films are

typically characterized by fast motion [19], an empirical study of the effect of

motion on genre recognition showed that the motion of film scenes had no effect

on the viewers’ recognition of them as belonging to the action genre [136]. Also,

another study found that the proportion of various shot types (reaction shots,

montage shots, action shots, etc.) in a film could not be used to predict whether

the film belonged to the action, comedy, or drama genre [36].

For these reasons, in describing the salient narrative or stylistic properties

of individual film scenes, it can be more useful to categorize them in terms

of specific scene types instead of genres. Two types of scenes in particular,

action scenes and dialogue scenes, are frequently discussed in film studies

[19, 56, 69, 83, 92, 103]. Action scenes can be described as scenes consisting

primarily of so-called action shots; that is, shots “involving guns, fights, chases,

explosions, crashes, or some kind of strenuous or extreme physical activity”

[36, p. 10]. Stylistically, action shots (and, by extension, action scenes) are

characterized by fast motion, editing, and music [36]. Dialogue scenes, on the

other hand, are scenes that primarily feature a conversation between characters

[19]. Dialogue scenes are highly common in popular films; according to Bordwell,

“the standard [film] scene remains a conversation” [17, p. 22]. Stylistically, these

scenes prominently feature shots of the characters’ faces and upper bodies; that

is, so-called close-ups and medium shots [19]. They also tend to avoid extreme

camera movement, loud sounds, or any other technique that might make the

dialogue hard to follow.

In addition to these two scene types, the traditional screenplay format provides

another scene type classification criterion: the setting, which describes when

and where the action in the scene takes place [77]. Each scene description in

a typical screenplay prefaces the scene’s exact location with either “int” for an

interior scene (i.e. a scene that takes place indoors) or “ext” for an exterior scene

(i.e. a scene that takes place outdoors). The time of day, in turn, is typically

denoted as either “day” (for a daytime scene) or “night” (for a nighttime scene).

These scene types are not precisely defined; for example, a single scene may take
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place both in- and outdoors, or between day and night. Still, the location and

time of day can have an effect on its aesthetics: daytime scenes are likely to be

brighter and more colorful than nighttime scenes, and most exterior scenes will

provide more opportunities for elaborate camera movement than interior scenes

will.

One of our main criteria for selecting the film clips used as stimuli in the two

user studies (Section 3.1) was that they represented a variety of typical film

genres. The set of clips used in the second user study also represented a number

of common scene types in terms of their location, time of day, and use of music

and dialogue. In publication P4, we investigated the effect of scene type on mood

in terms of the distribution of the mood ratings across scene types (Section 5.2)

as well as their relations to stylistic attributes (Section 5.3) and computational

features (Section 6.2).

2.4 Computational Approaches

In response to a need for methods to automatically describe the ever-increasing

mass of available multimedia content, a number of recent studies in the field

of computational aesthetics [51] have examined the computational modeling

of affect in multimedia based on audiovisual features. Much of this effort has

focused on film, and film scenes – as opposed to complete films – in particular;

see [139] for a summary. Some of the approaches taken in recent studies on the

computational modeling of film affect are covered below in terms of the selection

of affect models, modeling methods, and computational features.

2.4.1 Affect Models

Computational studies differ in the way they define affect in film, and conse-

quently, what it is that they actually model. Some studies define affect in terms

of the viewer’s affective state or emotional response (e.g. [4,63,82,122,128,138]).

Others focus rather on the affective character of the film itself: “the amount

and type of affect contained in [the] video” [49], “affective information” [146],

or “connotation” and “affective meaning” [12]. These latter studies typically do

so on the basis that viewers can be expected to be in closer agreement about

perceived affect than felt affect [12, 146], as discussed above in Section 2.2.2.

Some also note that an estimate of the perceived affect of the film material could

be combined with information about a given viewer’s personal preferences in

order to estimate the affective experience that the material is likely to have on
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that viewer [12,49].

Another choice computational studies have to make is whether to model

affect using a discrete or a dimensional model (Section 2.1.2). In the case of

discrete models, film scenes are typically classified into one of several possible

emotion categories such as “happy” or “sad” based on the values of the extracted

computational features. When dimensional models are used, some type of

regression method is typically used to map the features to values along one or

more affect dimensions. Both approaches are used in several recent studies.

For example, computational features are mapped to discrete emotion categories

directly in [138] and with a dimensional representation as an intermediate stage

in [4, 63, 128]. Dimensional models are used in [82] (valence), [122] (arousal),

[49,63,146] (valence and arousal), [4,128] (valence, arousal, and control), and [12]

(a three-dimensional “connotative space” based on [28]).

2.4.2 Modeling Methods

In studies that use computational features to classify films into discrete affective

categories, such as those based on basic emotions, a number of common machine-

learning-based classifiers are used. These can be considered in two categories:

static and dynamic. Static classifiers do not involve temporal information,

whereas the inputs and outputs of dynamic classifiers are time-variant. For

example, a dynamic classification method might be used to take into account the

effect of earlier emotional events in a film scene on future events [4].

Common static classifiers include Support Vector Machines (SVM) [76,122,138,

142], Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [76], k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) models

[76], and Feed-Forward Neural Network (FFNN) models [58]. These classifiers

do not perform feature selection to use only the most relevant features in the

affect modeling. Instead, the feature selection is often performed separately

before the modeling, for example by using a filtering algorithm based on the

principle of minimum redundancy with other features and maximum relevance

with the modeling target [24]. A more brute-force method in which each feature’s

contribution to the model is tested by removing that feature from the model can

also be used [129]. Dynamic classifiers, in turn, include Hidden Markov Models

(HMM) [63,129,141] and Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN) [4].

In studies where the features are mapped not to discrete categories, but to

continuous values along scales such as affect dimensions, a number of regression

algorithms are used. Common algorithms include linear regression [121] and

Support Vector Regression (SVR) [24, 25, 146]. Neural network models that

perform regression, such as the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [95], can also
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be used. In [49] the individual feature weights in the model were determined

manually, and in [3] each shot’s contribution to the overall model was weighted

according to the shot’s saliency map, which estimates the locations and sizes

of the most perceptually salient regions in the shot. In most cases, though, the

regression algorithm is allowed to determine the weights itself to obtain an

optimal correspondence between the computational features and the human

ratings. Lastly, in [11] a deep-learning-based Convolutional Neural Network

(CNN) was shown to be useful in film affect modeling, even in the absence of a

large data set. Here, the authors compared the performance of the CNN and the

more traditional SVR methods in valence and arousal rating prediction. Though

the CNN method performed relatively poorly on its own due to the small size

of the data set used in the study, the authors were able to use the activation

values of one of the network’s layers as computational features alongside other

common features to improve the prediction accuracy of the SVR method.

We used the linear regression and ELM algorithms to predict ratings of aes-

thetics, mood, and emotional response in publication P3 (Section 6.1). As in all

other parts of the study, we used a dimensional representation of both mood and

emotional response. We used the dual-arousal approach (Section 2.1.2) in the

rating predictions, and the single-arousal approach to study the prediction of

arousal values derived from the participants’ affect curves, which were drawn in

terms of a single arousal dimension.

2.4.3 Low-Level Features

The features used in recent studies in computational aesthetics are typically so-

called low-level features [23], estimates of various audiovisual stylistic attributes

of film (Section 2.3.2). Like perceptual stylistic attributes, these features can

be considered in two categories, visual and audio features, pertaining to the

modality (video or audio) from which they can be extracted. Common low-level

visual and audio features, and some recent studies in which they are used, are

summarized in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. In both tables, the features are

grouped according to the perceptual stylistic attribute that they estimate. In

some cases, the name of a feature listed in the table differs slightly, but not

significantly, from its name in a given study.

For technical details on the features, the reader is referred to the original

publications, though brief comments on some of them are provided here. Re-

garding the visual features (Table 2.1), lighting key describes the appearance of

the lighting in the shot in terms of a low–high scale, where high-key lighting is

bright and low in contrast, and low-key lighting is dark and high in contrast [96].
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Table 2.1. Low-level visual features used in recent studies in computational aesthetics.

Feature Description Studies

Brightness

Lightness Average luminance [121,146]

Lightness histogram Distribution of luminance values [121]

Lighting key Brightness & contrast values [24,58,96,122,128,138]

Shadow proportion Proportion of luminance values
below threshold

[122,138]

Color

Saturation Average saturation [24,63,138,146]

Hue histogram Distribution of hue values [63,122]

Color energy Color and contrast values [24,138,146]

Dominant color Average RGB color value [24,58,128]

Color variance Variations in color values [122,138]

Shot scale

Visual detail Spatial information in shot [138]

Shot type Classification into 7 types [142]

Visual tempo and rhythm

Visual excitement Change in pixel values between
consecutive frames

[138]

Motion Pixel motion between consecutive
frames

[4,49,58,96,121,128]

Shot duration Average shot duration [49,58,63,96,122,128,138,146]

Tempo Motion & shot duration [2,25]

Rhythm Motion smoothness [1]

Variations in shot duration [4]

The visual detail feature was used in [138] as a rough estimate for shot scale by

utilizing the assumption that visual detail increases with increasing shot scale.

In [142] saliency maps were used to classify shots into seven classes, encom-

passing both shot scales and other special categories such as over-the-shoulder

shots.

Also, features related to brightness, color, and most importantly, motion,

are commonly used to detect shot boundaries based on visual discontinuities

between consecutive frames [138]. There has been considerable research on

the topic of automatic shot boundary detection, and it is now considered more

or less a solved problem [115]. Automatic scene boundary detection is a more

difficult task since both within-scene and between-scene shot boundaries can

be marked by major visual discontinuities. However, since scene boundaries,

unlike within-scene shot boundaries, are often characterized by both visual and

auditory changes [19], the detection scheme can utilize both visual and audio

features for additional accuracy [125].

Lastly, a study on visual tempo [2] found support for an earlier claim [134] that
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Table 2.2. Low-level audio features used in recent studies in computational aesthetics.

Feature Description Studies

Volume

Volume Amplitude of audio signal [58]

Sound energy Energy of audio signal [24,49,54,58,122,138,141,146]

Frequency

Zero-crossing rate Rate of change between positive
and negative values

[24,58,122,146]

Pitch Fundamental frequency [49,58,122,146]

Frequency distribution Features related to frequency
spectrum

[24,58,121,146]

MFCCs a Amplitude of power spectrum [24,58,122,138,141]

Audio tempo and rhythm

Tempo Rate of beats in audio [3]

Rhythm Rhythmic strength [24]

Various rhythmic features [146]

Sound type

Silence ratio Proportion of silence in audio [58,122,138]

Sound type ratio Proportion of music, speech, and
effects in audio

[58,67,75,76,138]

a Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients.

the shot durations in films often have a Weibull distribution: the majority of

shot durations fall within a relatively narrow spectrum, but a few significantly

longer-lasting shots cause the distribution to have a “long tail”. To offset this

influence, the authors used the median shot duration instead of the mean as

part of their visual tempo feature.

Regarding the audio features (Table 2.2), firstly, common features involving the

frequency spectrum of the audio signal include the spectral centroid, which de-

scribes the “center of mass” of the audio’s frequency spectrum, and the frequency

bandwidth, which describes the range of frequencies in the audio [58,121,146].

Both of these features can be used to describe the audio’s timbre.

Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients resemble properties of the human auditory

system and have been widely adopted in speech recognition research [58]. They

are also commonly involved in the detection of different types of film sounds

alongside other frequency-related features such as zero-crossing rate and sound

energy [75,76,138,146]. The classification of the audio track into different sound

types can be used as a prior for the computation of other audio features to obtain

separate results for different sound types, such as the average sound energies of

the music and speech tracks [138].

Lastly, regarding the rhythm features, in [24] the beat histogram of the audio

signal was used to compute the rhythmic strength feature, an estimate of “the
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rhythm and the speed sensation evoked by a sound” [24, p. 8]. In [146] seven

audio rhythm features were computed, all of them based on the detection of

the onsets (beginnings) and beats of sounds: average tempo, rhythm strength,

rhythm contrast, rhythm regularity, average beat amplitude, average onset

frequency, and tempo standard deviation.

In the aforementioned studies, best results on affect modeling have generally

been obtained with audio features and time-based visual features (e.g. motion,

shot duration) [25, 121, 138, 146]. In [146] audio features performed better in

terms of both valence and arousal, especially the latter. Audio rhythm features

and time-based visual features were related more to arousal, and other audio

features and frame-based visual features to valence. Similarly, in [121] the

feature that correlated best with arousal ratings was either an audio feature

or the visual motion feature for each of the eight assessors, while frame-based

visual features correlated best with valence ratings for half of the assessors.

Among frame-based visual features, lighting key often stands out in terms of

performance, as do MFCCs and sound energy among audio features; see [139]

for a summary. Lastly, sound type segmentation has been shown to be useful in

both scene boundary detection [125] and affect modeling [138].

We examined the usability of several of the aforementioned low-level features

in the prediction of aesthetics, mood, and emotional response ratings of film clips

in publication P3 (Section 6.1). We also used many of the features as part of

our comparison of low- and high-level features in film mood modeling, discussed

in P4 (Section 6.2).

2.4.4 High-Level Features

While the low-level features of film are computational estimates of stylistic

attributes that are based on specific filmmaking techniques and that have no

narrative or affective significance in themselves, high-level features can be

defined as estimates of more complex attributes of film that do have narrative

or affective implications and cannot be defined in strictly technical terms. High-

level features therefore include computational estimates of general aesthetic

attributes, but they also include estimates of those affective attributes that

are related to specific narrative or stylistic aspects of the film, such as the

facial expressions of the characters or the affective tone of the music. In this

dissertation, the focus is on the latter subset of high-level features.

Because of their computational complexity and non-straightforward relation

to audiovisual low-level features, high-level features are rarely used in compu-

tational aesthetics. Still, recent years have seen the development of features
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that attempt to estimate affective expression in three important domains: faces,

music, and text. All of these also contribute to the affective character of films.

For example, human faces in film have been argued to be crucially important

in terms of the elicitation of various emotions in viewers, especially sympathy

and empathy [89]. They have also been empirically shown to be the central

focus of viewers’ attention [119]. Also, the ability of music to express and elicit

emotions is well-established in film [42, 50] as well as music psychology [60].

Lastly, one of the fundamental functions of film dialogue has been said to be “the

control of viewer evaluation and emotions” [68, p. 33]. Emotions are conveyed

in film dialogue, as in all speech, by the semantic content of the speech (i.e. the

meaning of the words) [92] as well as its prosodic qualities, such as intonation

and rhythm [106].

Recent developments in computation facial expression analysis, music informa-

tion analysis, and sentiment analysis have resulted in features that can be used

to estimate the aforementioned aspects of affective expression automatically. In

facial expression analysis, the Microsoft Cognitive Services Emotion API1 is a

recently-published tool that automatically detects the faces in an input image or

video and then estimates the emotions expressed by each face in terms of eight

basic emotions. In music information analysis, the Music Information Retrieval

(MIR) Toolbox2 [72] for MATLAB allows the estimation of the emotion expressed

in music in terms of hedonic tone as well as energetic and tense arousal [39].

Lastly, in sentiment analysis, which estimates the attitude of emotion expressed

in written text, usually in terms of valence, the Stanford CoreNLP sentiment

analysis3 is a tool based on recursive deep neural network models and a sen-

timent treebank [120] that assigns each sentence in the input text into one of

five sentiment classes in terms of valence. The IBM Watson Tone Analyzer4

is a somewhat similar tool based on the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count

application [127]. It gives each sentence in the input text, and the text as a

whole, numerical scores in terms of five basic emotions, five social tendencies,

and three writing styles.

Together, these features cover aspects of affective expression in all three

modalities of a film: video, audio, and text. Although a film’s audio track

typically contains a variety of sounds mixed together, an automatic sound type

recognition method (e.g. [76]) could be used to detect the music segments in

1https://www.microsoft.com/cognitive-services/en-us/emotion-api/
2https://www.jyu.fi/hum/laitokset/musiikki/en/research/coe/materials/
mirtoolbox/
3http://nlp.stanford.edu/sentiment/
4https://www.ibm.com/watson/developercloud/doc/tone-analyzer/
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the audio track. Also, for analysis of the text modality, the film’s dialogue

contents could be obtained either from the subtitle track [143] or by using

automatic speech recognition methods [144]. So far, the ability of these features

to estimate film affect has not been investigated, but given the aforementioned

theoretical and empirical support for the importance of faces, music, and dialogue

to express emotions in film, it seems worthwhile to do so. We therefore tested the

usability of the aforementioned features in film mood modeling in publication P4

(Section 6.2).
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3. Overview of the User Studies

The four publications of the dissertation (P1–P4) utilize data collected in two user

studies, conducted at different times and with different participants. The studies

are summarized in terms of their participant statistics and assessed attributes

in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. Publications P1–P3 use data collected in the

first user study, and P4 uses data collected in the second user study as well as

its pilot study. Both studies produced data that was used to examine both the

assessment and perceptual properties of film mood (Chapters 4–5) as well as the

computational modeling of mood (Chapter 6).

This chapter gives an overview of the two studies’ stimuli, procedure, assess-

ments, and analysis (Sections 3.1–3.3). Specific assessments and their analyses

are discussed in more detail as part of the presentation of the results in Chap-

ters 4–6.

3.1 Stimuli and Procedure

Both user studies used film scenes taken from mainstream films as stimuli. We

used a set of 14 clips in the first user study and a larger set of 50 clips in the

second. Lists of the clips used in the two user studies are given in Appendix A in

Tables A.1 and A.2, respectively. Both tables list the index, viewing order, film

title, year, film genre, timecode and duration of each film clip in their respective

user studies. Table A.2 additionally lists the scene type classifications of each

clip.

Both sets of clips were selected from larger sets based on pilot studies whose

participants rated the clips in terms of their mood. The scenes in both sets

represented a variety of genres, styles, and moods; the scenes in the second set

also represented a number of common scene types in terms of their location,

time of day, and use of music and dialogue.

Because of the large number of assessments in the first user study (Table 3.2),
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Table 3.1. User study participant statistics.

Study 1 (P1–P3) Study 2 (P4)

Participants 73 42
Women 44 21
Men 29 21

Age mean (SD) 27.1 (5.4) 27.6 (6.2)

SD = standard definition.

Table 3.2. Attributes assessed in the two user studies.

Attribute type Study 1 (P1–P3) Study 2 (P4)

Background

Age Initial mood * Age
Gender Hedonic tone Gender
Film expertise Energetic arousal Film expertise
Personality Tense arousal

Affective

Film mood & emotional response Film mood **
Hedonic tone * General arousal * Hedonic tone
Energetic arousal * Valence curves Energetic arousal
Tense arousal * Arousal curves Tense arousal

Aesthetic

Style *** General aesthetics *** Style ****
Bright Beautiful Brightness
Dark Ugly Colorfulness
Colorful Complex Loudness
Colorless Simple Fastness
Loud Familiar
Quiet Unfamiliar
Dialogue-based Interesting
Music-based Tiresome
Fast Pleasant
Slow Unpleasant
Smooth Predictable
Fitful Unpredictable
Rhythmic Understandable

Unclear

* Indirect assessment.
** Indirect and direct assessment in the pilot study; direct assessment in the actual study.
*** Unipolar scales.
**** Bipolar scales.

its set of 14 clips could not be shown in a single session, so we split the set into

two subsets of seven clips with similarly wide valence and arousal distributions.

These subsets were viewed by different participant groups, A and B, in separate

sessions. Both groups had a similar distribution of participants in terms of

gender and film expertise. In both groups, all participants viewed the clips in

the same order. Table A.1 lists the clips and their viewing order for both groups.

In the second user study, which contained a smaller number of assessments,

each participant was shown the entire set of 50 film clips. To counter any

potential rating bias caused by the viewing order of the clips, we again split the
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participants into two groups, both with similar gender distributions, and showed

the film clips to the first group in the order given in Table A.2, and to the second

group in reverse order.

Both user studies were conducted in Finnish, though the film clips were shown

in their original language. All the clips were from English-language films except

for two clips in the first user study: clip 1 (from Amélie), which contained no

dialogue, and clip 9 (from Army of Shadows), which was shown with English

subtitles. The dialogue in all the other clips was in English; these clips were

shown unsubtitled. We required the participants to be fluent in Finnish and

English.

Both user studies were conducted in film theaters for ecological validity. In

both studies, the session began with a survey in which the participants provided

background data about themselves. They were then shown each film clip in

turn, and assessed each clip in terms of affect and aesthetics immediately after

viewing it.

3.2 Assessments

The background survey of the first user study contained an extensive set of

attributes, including the personality traits and initial mood of the participants.

Having found these to have only a marginal influence on film mood ratings, we

did not collect them again in the second user study.

As for the film affect assessments, in the first user study they involved ratings

of film mood and emotional response, whereas in the second user study they

involved film mood only. In both studies, we used a dimensional affect model;

specifically, the dual-arousal model proposed in [130] (Section 2.1.2). The validity

of the model has been extensively shown [108], but to our knowledge it has

not been previously used in an empirical study of affect in film. The only

psychological study we found that used the dual-arousal model and film clips

as stimuli [94] was not an investigation of film affect as such, but rather of the

concepts of happiness and sadness in general. Since the dual-arousal model

allows for a more precise characterization of arousal than the single-arousal

model, we found it worthwhile to investigate its suitability for a study of film

affect.

In the first user study, the mood and emotional response ratings, as well as

the initial mood ratings, were provided indirectly using the UMACL scale [80]

(Section 2.1.3), which contains a set of 24 descriptive items. We transformed the

item ratings to values along four affect dimensions: hedonic tone, or valence
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(negative–positive), energetic arousal (tired–energetic), tense arousal (calm–

tense), as well as a general arousal dimension (low–high) [130], though we

only used the general arousal ratings in one case (Section 6.1). For each clip,

the emotional response was assessed first because of the limited duration of

emotional responses [8]. Figure 3.1(a) shows the UMACL scale as presented in

the user study.

In a pilot of the second user study, we compared this indirect assessment

method to direct assessment of the three dimensions in terms of continuous

bipolar scales, and found the two methods to produce highly similar results. We

therefore ended up using the more streamlined direct method in the second user

study. We labeled the endpoints of the scales using the terms given above, except

with the energetic arousal dimension, where we used the term “sleepy” instead

of the more common term “tired” to designate the low end of the scale to avoid

the latter term’s negative association with boring or old-fashioned material.

Figure 3.1(b) shows the scales as presented in the user study.

In the first user study, in addition to the affect ratings, the participants also

described the changes in film mood and emotional response over the course of

the film scenes with hand-drawn valence and arousal curves. As with the affect

ratings, the participants drew the curves immediately after viewing each film

clip, first for emotional response, then for mood. On both plots, the vertical axis

designated the affect dimension and the horizontal axis designated time, with

example still frames from the film clip shown below the time axis. We used

a general arousal dimension (from low to high intensity) here out of concern

that the participants might find the plotting of distinct energetic and tense

arousal curves too difficult. Figure 3.2 shows the valence and arousal affect

curve templates as presented in the user study. At the end of the study, the

participants rated their perceived ease of assessing the mood of the clips as well

as their emotional responses.

The aesthetics assessments in the first user study involved ratings of both style

and general aesthetics, measured using unipolar scales (e.g. separate ratings for

the semantically opposite concepts “bright” and “dark”). We used unipolar scales

since it has been shown that semantically opposite concepts are not necessarily

mutually exclusive [107]. In the second user study, the aesthetics assessments

involved ratings of style only, using a subset of the stylistic attributes from the

first study. Having found the semantic opposites of the chosen attributes to

exhibit sufficiently uniform behavior, we used bipolar scales in the second study

(e.g. a single brightness scale from “dark” to “bright”). We did not explicitly

define any of the concepts in the affect and aesthetics assessments in either
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Happy 1           2       3           4 Vigorous 1           2           3      4

Composed 1           2           3           4 Restful 1           2           3      4

Unenterprising 1           2           3           4 Satisfied 1           2       3      4

Dissatisfied 1           2           3           4 Sluggish 1           2           3      4

Jittery 1           2           3           4 Tense 1           2           3      4

Energetic 1           2       3           4 Sorry 1           2           3      4

Contented 1           2           3           4 Passive 1           2           3      4

Calm 1           2           3           4 Nervous 1           2           3 4

Alert 1           2           3           4 Cheerful 1           2           3      4

Sad 1           2           3           4 Active 1           2           3      4

Relaxed 1           2           3           4 Anxious 1           2           3      4

Tired 1           2           3           4 Depressed 1           2           3      4

(a)

Negativity – positivity

negative positiveneutral

Sleepiness – energeticness

sleepy energeticneutral

Calmness – tenseness

calm tenseneutral

(b)

Figure 3.1. Affect assessment scales used in the two user studies: (a) indirect (study 1) and
(b) direct (study 2). The list of items in (a) is adapted from [80]. Both scales were
translated into Finnish for the user studies.

study, instead allowing the participants to interpret them freely according to

their personal criteria.

3.3 Analysis

In the first user study, to study the changes in affect within the clips over time, we

scanned the affect curves drawn by the participants and used a MATLAB script

to track the scanned curves. We then transformed the curve data points to values

on a scale from –1 to +1 for valence and from 0 to 1 for arousal, corresponding

to the endpoints of the vertical axes in Figure 3.2. The temporal resolution

of the scanned curves was approximately 1200 data points for each curve; in

terms of clip duration, this corresponded to roughly ten points per second on

average. Since the participants used the scales differently, we normalized each

participant’s curves to use the full scale, separately for valence and arousal.
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Frame 1 Frame 5Frame 4Frame 2 Frame 3 Frame 6

Time

Positive

Negative

(a)

Frame 1 Frame 5Frame 4Frame 2 Frame 3 Frame 6

Time
Low

intensity

High
intensity

(b)

Figure 3.2. Affect curve templates for (a) valence and (b) arousal.

On the other hand, most participants did use the full UMACL scale in their

individual affect ratings. Therefore, normalizing these ratings did not have a

notable effect on the results, so we used the original ratings in the analysis.

In the second user study, we scanned the scales on which the participants had

rated the mood of the film clips and transformed the ratings to numerical values

on a scale from –1 to +1 for each dimension.

In analyzing the data collected in the two user studies, we used p < 0.01 as

a criterion of statistical significance unless otherwise stated. We analyzed the

inter-rater agreement between participants with Intraclass Correlation Coeffi-

cients (ICC) [109], and the relations between various ratings using Student’s

t-test and multiple linear regression (first user study), the Mann-Whitney test

(second user study), and Pearson correlations (both studies). We applied a

Bonferroni correction at α= 0.01 to all Pearson correlations. For the investiga-

tion on aesthetics and mood (Section 5.3), we constructed the linear regression

models using half of the data and retained the second half as a test set for

cross-validation. To avoid overfitting, we constructed each model using two

stepwise methods, backward and forward, with predictor entry or removal condi-

tion (depending on the method) p < 0.01, and selected only those predictors that

were present in both models for the final model. We also checked the models for

linearity, outliers, independence of observations, homoscedasticity, distribution

of residuals, and multicollinearity. Model performances are reported in adjusted
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R-squared units, R2
adj.

In the second user study, we used the Shapiro-Wilk test (with p < 0.05 as the

criterion of statistical significance) [44] to determine the normality of the mood

rating distributions of each individual film scene type. Having found all the

distributions to be non-normal, we used the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test

to compare the mean mood ratings of each scene type pair (e.g. interior and

exterior scenes). Here, we considered two means to be statistically different

from one another if the Mann-Whitney test was significant at p < 0.01 and

if the effect size was at least |r| ≥ 0.10. This value corresponded to Cohen’s

category of a small effect, the other categories being medium (|r| ≥ 0.30) and large

(|r| ≥ 0.50) [32]. We used these categories in analyzing the results of both user

studies. Similarly, for the ICC effect size, we used Cicchetti’s categories [30]: poor

(ICC< 0.40), fair (ICC≥ 0.40), good (ICC≥ 0.60), and excellent (ICC≥ 0.75).
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4. Assessment of Film Mood

This chapter presents our results concerning factors relevant to the assessment

of film mood. The first set of results concerns the effect of individual differences

between assessors on their film mood ratings (Section 4.1). The second set of

results concerns the relations between the assessors’ film mood and emotional re-

sponse ratings in terms of inter-rater agreement and rating trends (Section 4.2).

The third set of results concerns two methods of film mood assessment: indirect

and direct (Section 4.3).

4.1 Individual Differences and Mood Assessment (P2)

As part of our first user study, we sought to examine whether individual differ-

ences between participants had an effect on their film mood ratings. This was

done to determine whether film mood, insofar as it represents perceived affect,

was indeed as robust a measure as has been claimed in film studies [91] and

empirically shown with other media [62,66].

We studied the effect of four background attributes: gender, film expertise,

personality traits, and initial mood. We considered a participant of the study

to be an expert if he or she had studied film and/or had filmmaking as a hobby.

Following this definition, 38 % of the participants were experts. Personality

traits were rated using the Big Five Inventory (BFI) scale [59] in terms of

44 statements describing the participant’s personality, rated from 1 (“completely

disagree”) to 5 (“completely agree”); see Table B.1 in Appendix B for the full

list of items. From these ratings, we derived values in five personality factors:

agreeableness, conscientiousness, extraversion, neuroticism, and openness. Ini-

tial mood and film mood were rated in terms of the 24-item UMACL scale [80]

(Section 2.1.3; see Figure 3.1(a) for the full list of items). This scale allowed us to

study mood ratings in terms of two arousal dimensions, energetic arousal (EA)

and tense arousal (TA), as well as hedonic tone (HT). We also collected ratings
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of the participants’ perceived ease of rating film mood and emotional response,

on a scale from 1 (hard) to 5 (easy).

We analyzed the influence of gender and film expertise (binary values) with

Student’s t-test, and the influence of personality and initial mood ratings (con-

tinuous values) with Pearson correlation. We found that gender and expertise

had no effect on the film mood ratings. We did find a few significant correlations

between the other background attributes and the mood ratings, but these were

all small in effect size (|r| ≤ 0.30). Lastly, we found none of the background

attributes to have an effect on the ease of assessing film mood.

These results about the insensitivity of film mood ratings to differences in

initial mood apply specifically to a non-stressful assessment scenario in which

the ratings are given by relaxed assessors. We did not induce specific moods

in the participants [8] at the beginning of the session in order to analyze how

this might affect their assessments of film mood, and as a result, on average

the participants felt moderately positive, awake, and calm at the beginning of

the session. We also did not deliberately choose the participants in such a way

as to have specific personality types (e.g. neuroticism) represented. Still, since

the number of participants in the user study (N = 73) was quite large, and the

stated aim of the study (the collection of film assessments) could not be said

to be specifically suited to any particular personality type, we could expect the

participants to display a fairly representative distribution of personalities of

film viewers.

In all, we found film mood to be a robust measure against differences in

gender, film expertise, personality traits, and initial mood at the beginning of the

assessments. Of particular note is the result that experts (here, film students

and filmmakers) and non-experts perceived the mood of film scenes in a similar

way. This finding suggests that at least in the case of mainstream film, the

ability to describe the mood of a film scene is not dependent on familiarity with

film history, techniques, or aesthetics. In this sense, film mood differs from

emotional response, which has previously been found to be influenced by the

viewers’ gender [85], expertise [112], and initial mood [123]. One explanation

for this difference could be the fact that a description of mood involves mostly

comprehension and perception on behalf of the viewers, while an emotional

response additionally requires the viewers to be engaged in the film, whether or

not that engagement is in line with the film’s intentions. Since mainstream films

are constructed to facilitate viewer comprehension and to produce a specific kind

of emotional response [18], it is understandable that even non-expert viewers

would be able to perceive and describe a film’s affective character [91]. The
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result is in line with previous findings about the ability of ordinary viewers to

accurately describe other aspects of films, such as their genre [137] or future

events [78], even when contextual information is extremely limited. It appears

that the ordinary film viewers’ skills also include the ability to describe the mood

of film scenes.

4.2 Mood and Emotional Response (P1)

In the first user study, we also collected ratings of the participants’ emotional

responses to the film clips to determine whether the film mood and emotional

response ratings differed from one another. Specifically, our aim was to deter-

mine, first, which of the two measures showed greater inter-rater agreement

between participants, and second, if there was a difference between the mood

and response ratings, and if so, whether the difference was characterized by

general trends.

We found that standard deviations were smaller for film mood than emotional

response for 12 out of 14 clips for each dimension (HT, EA, and TA), indicating

that the participants were in greater agreement about film mood than emotional

response. Mood and emotional response were also rated differently: there was a

statistically significant difference between the two ratings for 9 of the 14 clips in

terms of HT, 7 clips in terms of EA, and 10 clips in terms of TA.

Having found that most clips were rated differently in terms of their mood

and the participants’ emotional response, we investigated the nature of this

difference further. Figure 4.1 shows the mean values of the film mood and

emotional response ratings for each of the 14 film clips in terms of the HT, EA,

and TA dimensions, Figure 4.1(a) in terms of HT and EA, and Figure 4.1(b) in

terms of HT and TA. Each dimension spans a range from –1 to +1, i.e. from

negative to positive (HT), tired to energetic (EA), and calm to tense (TA), with

zero representing neutral affect in terms of each dimension. Arrows connect

each clip’s mood and emotional response means.

The figure illustrates a general difference between two measures: the film

mood ratings occupied a greater portion of the affect space than the emotional

response ratings. The differences between mood and emotional response ratings

are more pronounced at the extreme ends of the dimension scales (e.g. clips 7

and 9). Indeed, we found the mood ratings and the mood–response differences to

be negatively correlated for each dimension (r =−0.61 for HT, r =−0.50 for EA,

and r =−0.48 for TA). In other words, the more extreme the scene’s mood was

(i.e. the further its mood rating was from zero), the greater was the difference
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Figure 4.1. Clipwise film mood and emotional response means in (a) HT–EA and (b) HT–TA
affect space. Clip numbers (shown next to the mood means) correspond to those
given in Table A.1.

between mood and emotional response.

Another general trend between the ratings was that the emotional response

ratings were on average closer to +1 in terms of HT and closer to –1 in terms of

EA and TA than the corresponding mood ratings. In other words, the emotional

response ratings tended to be more positive, less energetic, and less tense than

the mood ratings. The trend was particularly clear with the TA dimension and
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is reflected in Figure 4.1(b) by the tendency of the arrows to point downwards,

i.e. towards –1 in terms of TA.

Put together, these three findings indicate that in most cases a given mood

produced an emotional response that was more muted, the effect being greater

with more extreme moods as well as with more negative, energetic, and tense

moods. As an illustration, consider three film scenes: one whose mood is ex-

tremely negative, one whose mood is neutral (neither negative or positive), and

one whose mood is extremely positive. Based on our results, the neutral scene

will tend to produce a mostly neutral, but slightly positive emotional response.

The responses to the extremely negative and extremely positive moods will both

tend to be closer to neutral, but the difference between mood and response will

be greater with the negative scene.

In all, the results revealed that film mood ratings tend to differ from emotional

response ratings in two general ways: first, they exhibit greater inter-rater

agreement between assessors, and second, they differentiate between film scenes

more clearly, the magnitude of the mood–response difference depending on

the mood of the scene. These findings indicate that film mood ratings can

differentiate between scenes more precisely than emotional response ratings.

As such, of the two measures, film mood shows more promise in terms of affect-

based film classification. The results are in keeping with previous empirical

findings with other media about the greater inter-rater agreement of perceived

affect ratings [62,66]. In terms of film, the results offer empirical support for

earlier claims [12,49] that perceived affect ratings can differentiate between film

material better than felt affect ratings. The results also indicate that in terms

of the collection of affect ratings for the computational modeling of film affect,

issues related to personal differences between assessors’ emotional response

ratings [123] can be diminished by using film mood ratings instead.

Lastly, the finding that a negative mood tended to produce a more positive

emotional response is in keeping with earlier empirical findings with music [64]

as well as with media theories [9]. Our results add to these findings by indicating

that the shift between mood and response does not appear to be uniformly

positive; rather, it is in the opposite direction of the mood, positive moods

producing a more negative response. Still, the magnitude of the effect appears

to be greater with negative moods, indicating that in film, a happy mood is more

contagious than a sad one.
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4.3 Indirect and Direct Assessment of Mood (P4)

The indirect assessment method used for the affect assessments in the first user

study [80] is reliable but time-consuming. As we were designing the second

user study, this fact led us to consider whether direct assessment of film mood

in terms of the HT, EA, and TA dimensions would produce similar results as

indirect assessment. If so, this would considerably streamline the assessment

procedure, bringing down the number of ratings per stimulus from 24 to just 3.

This would in turn allow us to conduct mood and style assessments of 50 film

clips in a single session in the second user study, an impossible task if the

indirect assessment method were used.

To compare the two assessment methods in preparation for the second user

study, we conducted a pilot study in which seven participants rated 12 of the

14 film clips from the first user study (all except clips 5 and 6 from the list in

Table A.1) using the two methods. We then investigated whether there were

statistically significant differences between the indirect and direct ratings, and

whether they exhibited similar inter-rater agreement in terms of Intraclass

Correlation Coefficient (ICC) values. For ICCs, we used the more conservative

absolute agreement criterion that requires the values to be similar not just in

terms of rank order, but absolute value as well [48].

Figure 4.2 shows the mood means of the 12 clips for the two assessment

methods. In the ideal case, where the two assessment methods would produce

identical ratings, the trendlines would be at a 45° angle. While this is not the

case here, the ratings are rather well aligned. Indeed, out of 36 rating pairs

(12 clips, 3 dimensions), the two assessment methods produced statistically

different ratings in only one case (HT, clip 11). Both methods also exhibited

similarly strong inter-rater agreement: all the ICC values were either good

or excellent. The values were identical for HT, while the indirect assessment

method produced slightly lower values for both EA (ΔICC=−0.06) and TA

(ΔICC=−0.13).

The results showed that direct assessment of film mood is feasible: the values

produced by the two assessment methods were similar in absolute terms as well

as in terms of inter-rater agreement. Confidence intervals were rather wide for

both assessment methods, as seen in Figure 4.2, but this was to be expected

given the small number of participants in the pilot study.

We could also expect the direct assessment method to exhibit lower inter-

rater agreement for both arousal dimensions, EA and TA, since they are not

as intuitive as the HT dimension, whose conceptualization of affect in terms
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Figure 4.2. Clipwise mood means in terms of (a) HT, (b) EA, and (c) TA for the indirect (horizontal
axes) and direct (vertical axes) assessment methods, with linear trendlines in blue.
The error bars represent 95 % confidence intervals.

of a negative–positive dichotomy corresponds to the commonsense psychology

used in everyday life [8]. The participants would most likely have found a
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single arousal scale, from low to high arousal, more intuitive to assess, but this

would have meant the loss of the additional information provided by the two

distinct arousal dimensions. Also, in our estimation the differences in EA and

TA inter-rater agreement were not great enough to forgo the added benefit of

using the more streamlined direct method, at least not when the objective is

to collect a large number of ratings. Since this was the case in the second user

study, we used the direct assessment method there.
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5. Perceptual Properties of Film Mood

This chapter presents our results concerning various properties of film mood

from the perspective of cognitive film studies. The first set of results concerns

the general mood structure of film scenes in terms of valence and arousal

(Section 5.1). The seconds set of results concerns the characteristic moods – so-

called “mood profiles” – of some common scenes types (Section 5.2). The third

set of results concerns the relations between various aesthetic attributes and

film mood (Section 5.3).

5.1 The Mood Structure of Film Scenes (P3)

The valence and arousal affect curves drawn by the participants of the first user

study (see Section 3.2) allowed us to examine whether the participants perceived

the mood of the film scenes to change over the duration of the scenes, and if so,

in what ways. Our particular goal was to determine whether there were general

trends in the evolution of film mood within the scenes; that is, if they exhibited

a general mood structure.

Figure 5.1 shows the valence and arousal mood curves averaged over all 14 film

clips of the first user study. Since the clips differed greatly in terms of their

overall mood (see Figure 4.1 in Section 4.2), it would have been reasonable to

expect these differences to be reflected in the affect curves and, to some extent,

cancel each other out when all the curves were averaged together, resulting in

flat average curves. The valence curve (Figure 5.1(a)) does indeed have such a

shape, being almost entirely horizontal and also close to zero (indicating neutral

mood in terms of valence). However, the curve’s 95 % confidence intervals

are also notably narrow, indicating that its flat shape was not caused just by

the discrepancies between individual curves canceling each other out, but also

by the fact that the valence levels of the scenes in the user study did tend to

remain relatively stable throughout the duration of the scenes. The average
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Figure 5.1. Mood curves averaged over all 14 film clips of the first user study: (a) valence and
(b) arousal. The gray areas represent 95 % confidence intervals.

valence curves of the individual clips supported this explanation: while there

were differences between them (for example, clip 2 starts off with a positive

mood, which then becomes progressively more negative), most clips did have a

relatively flat valence curve.

The average arousal curve (Figure 5.1(b)) is noticeably different from the

valence curve. It has a distinctive curved shape: the arousal level rises steadily

for the first half of the duration, then slowly levels off, and finally drops slightly

at the end. Again, the confidence intervals are narrow, and most of the clipwise

average curves also exhibited a similar rise–plateau–fall pattern.

These results suggest that the mood of film scenes tends to have a rise–plateau–

fall arousal pattern, while valence tends to remain relatively flat throughout

the scenes. It is possible that the arousal pattern would have been even more

pronounced had the curves been drawn during, and not after, viewing. As it is,

the delay between viewing and assessment may have diminished the effect of

within-scene mood changes on the curves as the participants had to rely on their

memory of the scene’s moment-by-moment aesthetic and affective character

instead of their immediate perception of it. Still, while we made sure that

the 14 film clips represented a variety of genres, styles, and moods, the small

number of clips limits the generalizability of the result. On the other hand, the

rise–plateau–fall arousal pattern is in keeping with earlier claims made in film

studies about the narrative and aesthetic properties of film. For one, film scenes

have been said to reflect the narrative structure of complete films in having

their own setup, complication, and resolution [15]. Also, film rhythm has been

said to involve cycles of tension and release [88]. Both of these claims seem to be

reflected in the general arousal pattern we found: the intensity rises gradually

until finally reaching its apex, reflecting the climactic moment of the scene

at which tension is at its highest. After this moment, the intensity gradually
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decreases, reflecting the resolution of the scene and the release of tension.

On the level of individual stylistic attributes, the arousal pattern corresponds

to the within-scene shot scale pattern found in [35]: the view is initially wide,

then becomes progressively tighter, and widens again slightly at the end. While

we did not analyze the shot scale patterns of our film clips, the finding in [35]

does make sense from the perspective of orchestration of arousal: tighter shots

indicate closer proximity to the characters, which, in turn, facilitates more

intense viewer engagement with their actions and emotions [19,92]. If film mood

is seen as a description of the film’s intent to provide such engagement [91], then

it seems plausible that a systematic manipulation of shot scales within a film

scene (possibly in tandem with other aesthetic means) would be reflected in the

arousal of the scene’s mood.

The rise–plateau–fall arousal pattern found here has potential bearing in

terms of efforts to model the mood of film scenes based on their aesthetic at-

tributes. Specifically, if most scenes have a climactic point of peak arousal

slightly after the halfway mark, should special attention be paid to the use of

various stylistic attributes at this point, possibly in relation to their use at the

beginning of the scene? This question led us to use the affect curve data to assist

the computational prediction of affect ratings, discussed in Section 6.1. The

collection and use of the affect curve data is covered in P3, though we did not

discuss the aforementioned general valence and arousal patterns in detail in the

publication.

5.2 The Mood Profiles of Some Common Scene Types (P4)

We were also interested in determining whether certain types of film scenes

(e.g. interior scenes) had characteristic moods. If this turned out to be so, then

these so-called mood profiles of common scene types could be used in efforts to

understand the various ways that mood in film comes about.

The limited number of film clips in the first user study did not permit us to

investigate this topic, but for the second study we ensured that our larger set

of 50 film clips included a number of common scene types. We chose the scene

types according to three of the classification criteria mentioned in Section 2.3.4:

location (interior and exterior scenes), time of day (daytime and nighttime

scenes), and the prominence of dialogue (dialogue and non-dialogue scenes).

Because of the ability of music to express and evoke emotions (Section 2.3.3),

we also wanted to include this important sound type among the classification

criteria. We therefore used the prominence of music to classify the scenes into
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music and non-music scenes.

On the other hand, we chose not to consider action scenes as a separate scene

type since their definition – based not just on the presence of individual objects

or events (e.g. guns, chases), but their use in the narrative – involves consid-

erable ambiguity. For example, our set of film clips contained two scenes that

prominently featured elements typically associated with action scenes, gunfire

(clip 19, from Lord of War) and a car chase (clip 13, from Men in Black), yet in

both scenes the narrative was advanced primarily through voice-over narration

or dialogue, and both were comedic in tone; in other words, neither could be

considered a true action scene despite their prominent use of typical action scene

elements. Another reason for us to not consider action scenes separately was

that we were particularly interested in simple scene type classifications that

could feasibly be replicated automatically using computational means. Since

accurate automatic detection of action scenes would most likely require object

(e.g. gun) or event (e.g. explosion) recognition, it would be a considerably more

complex task than the detection of location, time of day, or the prominence of

dialogue or music, all of which are already feasible using existing computational

methods [76,87].

We performed the scene type classifications manually. The location-based

classification was determined by the location of the scene’s main events: indoors,

outdoors, or both. In the last case, which occurred e.g. if the main characters

walked out of a building in the scene, we labeled the scene a mixed-location

scene. In our set of clips, there were four such scenes; we excluded these clips

from the analysis of location-based scene classification. The time-of-day-based

classification was determined by the presence of sunlight. Alternatively, if the

scene did not contain a view of the exterior, we determined the time of day from

the scene’s context. For the music-based classification, we considered whether

or not music was clearly audible during the scene’s main events. Lastly, for the

dialogue-based classification, we considered whether the narrative was advanced

mainly through dialogue or by other means.

Each of the four classification criteria (location, time of day, and the use of

music and dialogue) split the set of clips into two groups, for eight scene types in

all. We compared the similarity of the mood ratings within each group in terms

of HT, EA, and TA using the Mann-Whitney test (since the distributions were

found to be non-normal), for 12 comparisons in all. We also performed a visual

inspection of the distributions of the ratings in each group.

We found statistically different mean ratings in 8 of the 12 rating pairs (for

details, see Table III in publication P4). Each of the four classification criteria
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Figure 5.2. HT rating distributions of (a) music, (b) music / non-dialogue, (c) music / dialogue,
(d) non-music, (e) non-music / non-dialogue, (f) non-music / dialogue, (g) all, (h) non-
dialogue, and (i) dialogue scenes. The red trendlines represent second-degree polyno-
mial fits to the data. For each scene type, the inter-rater agreement (ICC) value of
the HT ratings is given in the top right corner of the corresponding figure.

produced statistically different rating pairs, with location differentiating the

ratings in terms of each mood dimension. Still, the effect sizes were small in all

but one case, and we were also aware of the fact that even though each scene

type was represented by at least 19 scenes from various genres, it was possible

that the differences in the mean ratings were partially caused by our choice of

film clips. For this reason, we also examined the distributions of the ratings,

seeking to determine whether they would reveal differences in mood rating

patterns within any scene type pair (e.g. music and non-music scenes).

We found that both of the sound-based classification criteria, music and di-
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alogue, produced divergent HT rating distributions in their respective scene

type pairs: the music scenes were rated differently from the non-music scenes,

and the dialogue scenes from the non-dialogue scenes. The HT rating distribu-

tions of these scene types are presented in Figure 5.2. With the music scenes

(Figure 5.2(a)), the ratings covered the entire range of HT values evenly, from ex-

tremely negative to extremely positive, while the ratings of the non-music scenes

(Figure 5.2(d)) had a Gaussian distribution, with relatively few extreme ratings.

A similar effect occurred with the dialogue and non-dialogue scenes, but in the

opposite direction: the non-dialogue scenes (Figure 5.2(h)) exhibited a flat HT

distribution that covered the entire range of values, while the dialogue scenes

(Figure 5.2(i)) had a Gaussian rating distribution. Additionally, the flat rating

distributions of the music and non-dialogue scenes were not caused by greater

disparity of views between the participants. In fact, these scene types exhib-

ited greater inter-rater agreement (ICCHT, music = 0.77, ICCHT, non-dialogue = 0.74)

than their respective counterparts (ICCHT, non-music = 0.58, ICCHT, dialogue = 0.59).

However, since there was overlap between the scene types (e.g. some music

scenes were also non-dialogue scenes, and so on), we sought to investigate the

individual contributions of the two sound types, music and dialogue, on the

rating distributions in more detail. To do this, we split both the music and

non-music scenes into two subgroups: those that were also non-dialogue scenes,

and those that were also dialogue scenes. The HT rating distributions of these

subgroups are shown in Figures 5.2(b) and 5.2(c) (top row) for the music scene

subgroups, and Figures 5.2(e) and 5.2(f) (middle row) for the non-music scene

subgroups.

Two of the subgroups, music / dialogue scenes (Figure 5.2(c)) and non-music /

non-dialogue scenes (Figure 5.2(e)), contained a low number of film clips (four

and six, respectively). These scene types are understandably rare, since in

practice most scenes in mainstream films contain either music or dialogue,

and when both are present, the other tends to assume a dominant role on

the soundtrack so that the two sound types do not compete for the viewers’

attention. In any case, because of the low number of clips, we cannot draw

definitive conclusions about these subgroups. We can, however, discuss the

other two subgroups, music / non-dialogue scenes (Figure 5.2(b), 25 clips) and

non-music / dialogue scenes (Figure 5.2(f), 15 clips), with more confidence.

The subgroup distributions revealed that the music / non-dialogue scenes

(Figure 5.2(b)) – that is, scenes in which the soundtrack was dominated by

music – had a similarly flat HT rating distribution as the set of all music

scenes (Figure 5.2(a)). This characteristic set the subgroup apart from the
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non-music / dialogue scenes (Figure 5.2(f)); that is, scenes in which the sound-

track was dominated by dialogue. The dialogue-dominated scenes had a Gaus-

sian HT rating distribution, just like the set of all non-music scenes (Fig-

ure 5.2(d)). In other words, the scenes dominated by music seemed to be just

as likely to feature extreme HT ratings as neutral ratings, while extreme HT

ratings were rare in the scenes dominated by dialogue. The participants were

also in greater agreement about their HT ratings in the case of the music-

dominated scenes (ICCHT, music / non-dialogue = 0.77) than the dialogue-dominated

scenes (ICCHT, non-music / dialogue = 0.58). In other words, the music-dominated

scenes exhibited more between-clip variance but less between-participant vari-

ance in terms of HT.

These findings suggest that the mood of film scenes in which the soundtrack

is dominated by dialogue (Figure 5.2(f)) tends to be more muted in terms of

hedonic tone, whereas the mood of music-dominated scenes (Figure 5.2(b)) can

be anything from extremely negative to extremely positive. Indeed, film music is

used just as often for negative affect as it is for positive affect, being a common

feature in emotionally intense scenes across genres. The result is in keeping

with views of film music as an affective modifier [26] and intensifier [117]

that can alter viewers’ impressions of a film and increase their engagement

with it. This seems to be happen in a mostly uniform fashion across viewers, as

suggested by the strong inter-rater agreement we found in the HT ratings of the

music-dominated scenes.

Dialogue is certainly often used to express and elicit emotions [68] in film, just

like music is. Still, if we consider dialogue only in terms of its prominence in

a scene, regardless of its content or tone, it becomes possible to see how it may

actually be associated most commonly with muted moods. Roughly speaking,

if film music serves to make the emotional content of a scene more salient [26],

then dialogue, insofar as its primary purpose is to communicate information

relevant to the narrative [68], can be seen to have an opposite effect, accentuating

cognitive aspects of the scene over affective ones. So, while prominent dialogue

can be used to express extremely negative and positive emotions, as in two

dialogue / non-music scenes in our set, clips 18 (Before the Devil Knows You’re

Dead) and 37 (Before Sunrise), the rating distributions suggest that in general,

such extremes are more likely to be found in music-dominated scenes.

This increased likelihood is unlikely to be caused by music alone, though.

Rather, keeping in mind the tendency for aesthetic and affective coherence in

mainstream film (Section 2.3.2), it is probable that the effect is the result of

many concurrent stylistic factors. For example, prominent music is likely to be
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most commonly used in scenes that also prominently utilize other elements of

style, such as shot compositions, camera movement, and editing, for aesthetic

and emotional expression [90]. Still, since film scenes are easier to classify based

on the prominence of music than many other stylistic devices, music-based scene

classification may prove useful as a practical way to categorize film scenes based

on their affective expression.

In sum, we found that scenes classified based on whether their soundtrack was

dominated by music or dialogue had distinctive mood profiles in terms of HT: the

mood of the music-dominated scenes was likely to be anything from extremely

negative to extremely positive, while the mood of the dialogue-dominated scenes

tended to be more muted. Of the two scene types, the participants were also

in greater agreement about the perceived mood of the music-dominated scenes.

Together, these results indicate that the mood of music-dominated scenes tends

to be not just more varied than that of dialogue-dominated scenes, but also

easier for viewers to detect.

In terms of cognitive film studies, the results suggest that sound-type-based

scene classification may provide additional insight into the relations between

aesthetics and mood in film. The results may also prove helpful in efforts to

model film mood computationally, since the sound-type-based scene classification

could also be performed automatically [76], and since high-level computational

features that are specifically designed to estimate emotional expression in music

and dialogue have appeared in recent years (Section 2.4.4). These indications led

us to investigate, in P4, the potential benefit of scene type classification in efforts

to model film mood with perceptual attributes (Section 5.3) and computational

features (Section 6.2).

5.3 Aesthetics as a Determinant of Mood (P1, P2, P4)

The findings discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 provide insight into the within-

and between-scene properties of film mood, but they do not reveal how particular

moods come about. Past research on affect in film has highlighted the importance

of aesthetics in general [92], and style in particular [16], though the influence of

individual aesthetic attributes on mood has not been thoroughly studied. We

therefore conducted an empirical investigation of the ways in which various

aesthetic attributes contribute to mood in film scenes.

The investigation involved both of our two user studies. In the first study,

we tested the ability of a number of stylistic and general aesthetic attributes

(see Table 3.2) to model the participants’ ratings of film mood. We used 14 gen-
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Table 5.1. Performance of the aesthetics-based lin-
ear regression models of film mood.

Model type
Performance (R2

adj)

HT EA TA

Style-based 0.52 0.53 0.33
General-aesthetics-based 0.37 0.27 0.23

eral aesthetic attributes that have been found to be relevant in past studies

(Section 2.3.1) and 13 stylistic attributes that describe common audiovisual

filmmaking techniques (Section 2.3.2). To allow the participants to interpret the

attributes freely instead of striving for a “correct” answer, we excluded stylistic

attributes that either had a specific quantitative definition or referred explicitly

to specific filmmaking techniques; examples of such features include shot du-

ration and scale. Instead, we named the assessed attributes in terms of more

general perceptual concepts such as brightness of fastness. In the second user

study, we further investigated how the best-perfoming stylistic attributes of the

first study correlated with mood ratings in different scene types.

We found, first, that the style ratings exhibited greater inter-rater agreement

than the general aesthetics ratings: ICC values were either fair, good, or excel-

lent for 9 of the 13 stylistic attributes, but for only 3 of the 14 general aesthetic

attributes. All three rhythm-related stylistic attributes – smooth, fitful, and

rhythmic – exhibited poor inter-rater agreement, indicating that they were not

intuitive concepts to the participants. On the other hand, inter-rater agree-

ment levels were either good or excellent for ratings on each of the three mood

dimensions (HT, EA, and TA).

The stylistic attributes also performed better in aesthetics-based modeling of

mood ratings. We constructed style-based and general-aesthetics-based linear

regression models for each mood dimension using half of the data, and tested

the models with the other half. The performances of both model types with the

test set are summarized in Table 5.1.

The performance values in Table 5.1 show that the style-based models per-

formed better with each mood dimension. In the style-based models, the HT

ratings were modeled by brightness alone: bright scenes were perceived as

positive and dark scenes as negative. The EA and TA ratings, on the other

hand, were modeled by more complex sets of attributes related to both visual

and auditory style. Time-based visual features were prominent in the EA model:

fast and colorful scenes were perceived as energetic, while slow, fitful, and dark

scenes were perceived as tired. The TA model indicated that dark and loud

scenes were perceived as tense, while bright and slow scenes were perceived as
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calm.

In the general-aesthetics-based HT model, pleasantness was by far the strongest

contributor, indicating that pleasant material was associated with a positive

mood. This was to be expected given the inherent positive valence of the term [8].

Also, interesting and complex scenes were perceived as having a negative mood.

The two arousal models again featured different attributes, though interest

contributed to both EA and TA, with tiresome scenes perceived as tired and in-

teresting scenes perceived as tense. Overall, though, since the general-aesthetics-

based EA and TA models did not perform well with the test set, we could not

confidently draw conclusions about the contribution of general aesthetics to

these mood dimensions.

Our findings provided empirical support for oft-stated claims that style is

closely related to affect in film. It is particularly noteworthy that the stylistic

attributes were able to explain over half of the variance in the HT and EA ratings,

without the use of any other information about the scenes. The modeling of

the TA ratings was not as successful, though here, too, the stylistic attributes

performed better than the general aesthetic attributes. Our result regarding the

close relation between brightness and the HT ratings reflects a similar earlier

finding with visual art [133]. Similarly, the association we found between time-

related visual attributes and the EA ratings is in keeping with earlier findings

about the effects of motion [113] and average shot duration [70] on arousal. Our

results also indicated that the EA and TA dimensions were related to different

stylistic means, with the exception that slowness was associated with low values

on both dimensions.

The style-based models of film mood in the first user study were built around

four stylistic attributes: brightness (HT and TA), colorfulness (EA), loudness

(TA), and fastness (EA and TA). In the second user study, we examined the

individual contributions of these attributes on mood in each of the eight scene

types discussed in Section 5.2.

We found that colorfulness correlated with the HT ratings, and loudness and

fastness correlated with the EA ratings. Based on the ability of the brightness

attribute to model the HT ratings in the first user study, we expected it to

correlate with the HT ratings here, but this was only partly true: though all

the brightness–HT correlations were significant, all but two were small in effect

size. This finding calls us to refine the earlier result that brightness and HT

are strongly related in the general case. Since the number of film scenes was

much greater in the second user study (50) than in the first (14), it seems likely

that the earlier result may have been skewed by the choice of clips and that the
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relation between style and HT is more complex than indicated by the simple

model in the first user study. In fact, in the second user study, colorfulness

was a better HT correlate than brightness, producing greater HT correlations

in the case of each individual scene type as well as in the general case (all

50 clips together). Also, both of these attributes performed better with daytime

scenes than nighttime scenes. This is understandable, since the greater overall

visibility of daytime scenes facilitates the expressive use of brightness and color

for aesthetic and affective ends, while the brightness and color spectrum of

nighttime scenes tends to be more limited.

Of all the four attributes, loudness and fastness were the most consistent,

producing medium or large correlations with the EA ratings in the general

case and with each individual scene type. The correlations were stronger with

exterior and daytime scenes than with interior and nighttime scenes. This, too,

makes sense, since exterior and daytime scenes are likely to provide, on average,

more opportunities for fast motion and loud sounds; that is, a wider spectrum of

expression in terms of these stylistic devices. None of the four stylistic attributes

correlated notably with the TA ratings in the general case, though here, too,

exterior and daytime scenes exhibited medium fastness–TA correlations.

In sum, the results of the two user studies revealed that style and mood in

film are closely related, but that the strength of the relation depends on the

mood dimension and, to a lesser extent, on the scene type. Together, the two

studies indicated that the EA dimension is well within the grasp of style-based

modeling, with loudness and fastness being particularly good correlates of EA

ratings across a variety of scene types. On the other hand, the ability of stylistic

attributes to model HT and TA ratings appears to be more limited.

This last result prompted us to consider whether the HT and TA dimensions

could be better modeled by more complex aesthetic attributes, such as those

related to the emotional expression in specific aspects of the film (e.g. music).

We investigated this possibility using state-of-the-art high-level computational

features in P4 (Section 6.2).
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6. Computational Modeling of
Film Mood

This chapter presents our results concerning the modeling of film mood with

computational features. The first set of results concerns the prediction of aes-

thetics, mood, and emotional response ratings of film scenes using low-level

features (Section 6.1). The second set of results concerns the complementary

roles of low-level and high-level features in mood modeling (Section 6.2).

6.1 Predicting Aesthetics, Mood, and Emotional Response (P3)

In analyzing the results of the first user study, we discovered several relations

between individual stylistic attributes and film mood (Section 5.3). The next

logical step was to see if these results could be replicated using existing low-level

computational features, which are typically estimates of stylistic attributes

(Section 2.4.3). Also, though we had found film mood to be a robust descriptor of

film affect in terms of its insensitivity to individual differences, strong inter-rater

agreement, and ability to differentiate between film scenes (Sections 4.1 and

4.2), it was still worthwhile to examine whether low-level features would be

able to predict other attributes of film as well. Since we had collected mood,

emotional response, style, and general aesthetics ratings for each of the 14 film

clips of the first user study (see Table 3.2), we were able to test the ability of

common low-level features to predict the value of each attribute in these four

affective and aesthetic attribute categories.

We first computed 192 low-level features for each of the 14 clips in the first

user study. We then performed, for each clip in turn, a leave-one-out prediction

experiment in which we excluded one clip from the set, used the other 13 clips to

train a prediction algorithm, and tested the algorithm on the excluded clip. The

training involved defining a mapping between the values of the computational

features used as input and a given perceptual attribute used as output. The

testing involved comparing the predicted value of the excluded clip’s target
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attribute to the attribute’s actual mean value computed over all the assessors.

We used this method to predict the value of each of the four mood and emotional

response dimensions (HT, EA, TA, and general arousal) as well as the 13 stylistic

and 14 general aesthetic attributes. We also investigated whether the prediction

of the participants’ valence and arousal mood curve data (see Section 3.2) would

be more accurate than the prediction of the corresponding clip-level HT and

general arousal ratings. For this, we split each clip into four segments of equal

length and computed, for each segment, the values of the computational features

as well as the clip’s valence and arousal curve means for that segment. We

then predicted each of these segment-level mood curve means in turn, using the

other 13 clips’ segment-level values (computational features and curve means)

to train the predictors. Finally, we compared the accuracy of the segment-level

prediction to that of the corresponding clip-level ratings. We performed the

prediction experiment using two regression methods: the commonly used linear

regression and the neural-network-based, non-linear Extreme Learning Machine

(ELM) method (Section 2.4.2).

In evaluating the performance of the clip-level prediction, we took into account

the fact that the four attribute categories (mood, emotional response, style, and

general aesthetics) had different between-clip and within-clip deviations (σb and

σw, respectively). The between-clip deviation σb was measured as the standard

deviation of the mean ratings of the film clips and reflected the extent to which

the mean ratings of different clips varied in terms of the attribute in question

(e.g. mood). The within-clip deviation σw was simply the standard deviation

of the individual ratings of each clip in terms of the attribute in question; it

reflected the extent to which the assessors disagreed in their ratings.

These deviations affected the evaluation of the prediction performance. For

example, as discussed in Section 4.2, the assessors’ mean mood ratings were

more spread out in the affect space (i.e. greater in magnitude) than the emotional

response ratings, meaning that their between-clip deviation σb was greater in

terms of each affect dimension. Consequently, the values of the predicted ratings

and their prediction errors e could also be expected to be greater in magnitude

for mood than emotional response. Therefore, a given value of the prediction

error e would lead to smaller relative error with respect to the between-clip

deviation (e/σb) in a predicted mood rating than the same error value would in

a predicted emotional response rating. On the other hand, the mood ratings also

had on average smaller standard deviations (i.e. smaller σw values) than the

emotional response ratings (Section 4.2). Therefore, for a clip with a smaller σw

for mood than emotional response, a given value of the prediction error e would
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Figure 6.1. Prediction of the (a) mood and (b) emotional response ratings of clip 14 in terms of
the HT and EA dimensions using the linear regression method. The red dot and oval
represent the mean and standard deviation of the clip’s affect ratings, respectively.
The blue cross represents the clip’s predicted rating. The grey dots represent the
mean ratings of the other 13 film clips.

lead to greater relative error with respect to the within-clip deviation (e/σw) in a

predicted mood rating than it would in a predicted emotional response rating,

since in the mood prediction the magnitude of the error would be in greater

contrast to the smaller deviation between the individual assessors’ mood ratings

of the clip in question.

As an illustration of these phenomena, Figure 6.1 shows the prediction results

for clip 14 (from Raiders of the Lost Ark) in terms of the HT and EA dimensions

using the linear regression method. Figure 6.1(a) shows the prediction for mood,

and Figure 6.1(b) for emotional response. Both figures show the mean and

standard deviation of the clip’s affect ratings, the clip’s predicted rating, and the
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mean ratings of the other 13 film clips. The example is not representative of

the overall prediction performance across all 14 clips; rather, it is presented to

illustrate how differences in σb and σw affected the interpretation of the results.

The HT and EA prediction errors of clip 14 were approximately equal for

both mood and emotional response, as reflected in the similar distance between

the red dot and the blue cross in both figures. However, the between-clip

deviation σb was much greater for mood (Figure 6.1(a)) than for emotional

response (Figure 6.1(b)), as reflected in the greater dispersal of the grey dots in

Figure 6.1(a). The predicted rating was therefore further away from the values

of the other clips in the case of mood; that is, the prediction was more accurate

for mood than emotional response with respect to the between-clip deviation.

On the other hand, the within-clip deviation σw of the EA ratings (vertical axis

in both figures) was much smaller for mood, as represented by the flatter shape

of the oval in Figure 6.1(a). The mood prediction therefore fell further from the

standard deviation of the clip’s mood EA ratings than the emotional response

prediction did from its corresponding standard deviation. In other words, the

EA prediction was less accurate for mood than emotional response with respect

to the within-clip deviation.

In evaluating the prediction results, we compared the prediction performance

between the four attribute categories using the relative error with respect to the

between-clip deviation e/σb (called “between-movie deviation ratio” in P3), which

accounted for the differences in the spread of clipwise mean ratings between the

categories. We also computed the relative prediction error with respect to the

error d of a so-called naïve prediction, which was, for each clip, simply the mean

rating of the other 13 clips used to train the prediction algorithm. We used the

relative prediction error with respect to the naïve prediction e/d (called “naïve

prediction deviation ratio” in P3) as a baseline to determine whether the use of

low-level computational features in the prediction produced better results than

simply using the other clips’ attribute ratings.

Using the aforementioned metrics, we found the prediction of mood, emotional

response, and stylistic attribute ratings to be on average equally accurate. On

the other hand, the prediction of the general aesthetic attributes failed, it

being the only attribute category in which the computational prediction did not

improve on the naïve prediction (i.e. e/d, the ratio between the prediction errors,

was greater than one). The ELM predictor performed slightly better than linear

regression overall, though the differences between the two methods were minor.

As in the case of mood modeling with perceptual attributes (Section 5.3), HT

was the easiest mood dimension to predict, and TA the most difficult.
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Since many of the low-level features were estimates of stylistic attributes, it

was to be expected that they would be more suited to the prediction of style than

general aesthetics. Still, the prediction of individual stylistic attributes typically

involved a number of low-level features from both the visual and auditory

modalities, a reminder that an assessor’s rating of a given attribute purported

to be related to a specific modality (e.g. brightness to image, or loudness to

sound) may in fact be based on a complex association of audiovisual perceptions.

On the other hand, such mixing of modalities in the prediction may also be a

reflection of the phenomenon of synesthetic affect (Section 2.3.2), i.e. the fact

that disparate stylistic devices across modalities are often used in tandem in

mainstream film.

The segment-level prediction was more accurate for arousal and less accurate

for valence than the clip-level prediction of the corresponding ratings. We could

expect the mood curve data to be helpful in the prediction of arousal given

the general arousal structure found earlier (Section 5.1): since arousal tends

to change within scenes, it is understandable that the segmentation, which

effectively multiplied the amount of training data fourfold, would improve the

prediction. Still, since the segment-level prediction always targeted the mood

value of one-fourth of the clip at a time, the result does not reveal whether

the segment values could be used to predict the overall mood of the complete

scene. As for the segment-level valence prediction, its poor performance could

be explained by the general flatness of the valence curves, which may have

accentuated the influence of small-scale fluctuations in the curves – in practice,

noise – caused by the fact that the curves were hand-drawn. In all, the result

does suggest that subscene-level sampling may be beneficial for the prediction

of arousal, though it remains to be seen if this also applies to the dual-arousal

approach, with separate EA and TA dimensions.

On the whole, the results indicated that low-level features could be used to

predict mood as well as emotional response ratings of film scenes in terms

of the HT, EA, and TA dimensions. Still, the prediction of these ratings was

only moderately successful overall, with the limited number of clips available

for training the prediction algorithms being a likely culprit. This led us to

investigate, in P4, whether the results could be improved by using a larger

number of film clips, by incorporating scene type classification into the analysis,

and by using high-level computational features alongside traditional low-level

ones.
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6.2 Low- and High-Level Features in Mood Estimation (P4)

Our limited success in predicting TA ratings with low-level computational fea-

tures (Section 6.1), and the finding that stylistic attributes may exert a lesser

influence on HT ratings than initially thought (Section 5.3), led us to consider

what other factors might be involved. To examine the topic further, we used the

ratings collected in the second user study to compare the correlations between

the mood ratings and various high-level computational features (Section 2.4.4)

with the correlations between the mood ratings and various low-level features

as well as the four stylistic attributes assessed in the study (Table 3.2). The

larger number of film clips in the second user study (Table A.2) also allowed

us to compare these correlations separately for each of the eight scene types

involved (Section 5.2).

To our knowledge, out of the features we tested, one of the low-level features

(character movement) and all of the high-level features (face, music, and dialogue

emotion) had not previously been used to model ratings of film mood. All of

these features are based on specific scene content; for example, the character

movement feature is based on the positions of characters within shots, and

the dialogue emotion feature is based on the contents of the dialogue in the

scene. These scene contents could be estimated automatically using state-of-

the-art shot boundary detection [115], face detection [135], music detection

[76], and speech recognition [144] algorithms. However, since the features in

question were previously untested for the purpose of film mood modeling, we

were more interested in determining their feasibility as such than evaluating

the performance of any particular computational implementation. Therefore,

to maximize the accuracy of the features for testing purposes, we manually

annotated the underlying scene contents (shot boundaries, character positions,

music segments, and dialogue contents) used as part of their computation.

We used a set of eight common low-level features related to each of the four

stylistic attributes assessed in the second user study: brightness (average light-

ness and shadow proportion features), colorfulness (average saturation), loud-

ness (average LUFS loudness [53] and root mean square (RMS) energy [72]),

and fastness (average shot duration, pixel motion, and character movement).

We calculated the pixel motion feature by using the optical-flow-based Particle

Video algorithm [104] to compute the motion between consecutive frames in

each clip and then averaging the motion values within the clips. We computed

the character movement feature by manually tracking the position of each char-

acter’s face in each of the 50 clips, and averaging the values within the clips.
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We also manually annotated the shot boundaries in the clips and used these to

compute the shot duration feature.

The character movement feature can be thought of as a specific kind of object

motion feature. We included this feature in the study to determine whether it

would provide better results than the simpler motion-vector-based pixel motion

feature. Empirical research on attention in film viewing has highlighted the

importance of characters [118], suggesting that a character movement feature

might describe the relevant perceived motion better than a general motion

feature. Still, as computed here, the feature does not reveal the cause of the

movement of a character across the frame: from the feature’s perspective, a

panning camera movement to the right past a standing character will result in

similar values as a character walking to the left in a stationary shot.

In addition to the eight low-level features, we used the high-level attributes

discussed in Section 2.4.4 to estimate the emotions expressed by the faces, music,

and dialogue in each scene. For the face emotion features, we used the character

position data mentioned above, extracting a still image of each character’s face

in each clip at 12-frame intervals, resulting in 14 285 input images from 49 clips.

We then fed each image into the Microsoft Emotion API algorithm, which was

able to analyze the face in 3424 images (24 % of the set). For each of these images,

the algorithm produced a set of scores (from 0 to 1) in terms of eight emotions:

neutral, anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. In

cases where there were multiple results for a single character in a given shot,

we averaged them to have at most one set of scores for each character in each

shot. We then averaged the resulting values within the clips and analyzed each

emotion separately.

For the music emotion features, we manually annotated the music-containing

segments in each of the 35 clips that contained music, and then created, for

each such clip, a separate music track that contained only the music segments.

We then fed each of these music tracks into the MIR Toolbox music emotion

detection algorithm, which estimated the emotions expressed in the tracks in

terms of HT, EA, and TA.

Lastly, for the dialogue emotion features, we manually transcribed the dialogue

contents in each dialogue-containing clip (44 clips) and analyzed them using the

Stanford CoreNLP sentiment analysis tool and the IBM Watson Tone Analyzer.

The former method estimated the sentiment expressed in each sentence in the

input text in terms of five valence classes (very negative, negative, neutral,

negative, and very positive), which we transformed to numerical values and

averaged within the clips. The latter method assigned each sentence, as well as
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Figure 6.2. Medium (|r| ≥ 0.30) and large (|r| ≥ 0.50) correlations between the computational
features and the mood ratings for the 50 clips of the second user study: (a) low-level
and (b) high-level features. Absolute values of the correlations are shown; asterisks
indicate negative correlations.

the whole input text, numerical scores (from 0 to 1) in terms of anger, disgust,

fear, joy, and sadness. We used the clipwise whole-text values.

In all, the above process resulted in 17 high-level features: 8 face emotion

features, 3 music emotion features, and 6 dialogue emotion features. In terms of

the scene types, the clips included in the music and dialogue emotion analysis

contained all the music and dialogue scenes, respectively, as well as those

non-music and non-dialogue scenes that contained some incidental music or

dialogue.

We found that the low- and high-level computational features complemented

one another in terms of their correlations with film mood: the low-level features

correlated with the EA ratings, and the high-level features with the HT and

TA ratings. This complementary behavior is illustrated in Figure 6.2, which

presents all the medium and large correlations between computational features

and mood ratings.

Figure 6.2(a) shows that all of the five low-level features related to loudness

and fastness produced medium and large correlations with the EA ratings,

reflecting our earlier finding with the corresponding perceptual attributes (Sec-
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tion 5.3). It also indicates that both of the motion features performed better than

shot duration, and that character movement correlated better with EA than

pixel motion, though the difference between the two motion feature correlations

was minor.

Figure 6.2(b) shows that the high-level features produced several medium

correlations with the HT and TA ratings, but only one with the EA ratings.

Remarkably, all the listed high-level features correlated better with the HT and

TA ratings than even the perceptual attributes did.

Out of the eight face emotion features, face happiness was the only one to

correlate with mood ratings. On the other hand, this feature produced the

strongest HT correlation overall and also correlated with the TA ratings. These

correlations were positive and negative, respectively, indicating that happy faces

were related to a positive mood and a lack of happy faces to a tense mood. Since

the three music emotion features estimated the emotional expression in music

in terms of HT, EA, and TA, respectively, we expected them to correlate mostly

with the corresponding mood ratings. However, as the figure shows, each feature

correlated with two mood dimensions. Lastly, both of the dialogue emotion

features that correlated with mood ratings, dialogue sentiment and dialogue

joy, were valence-related. Understandably, both correlated positively with HT,

and dialogue joy also correlated negatively with TA, indicating that a lack of

joyfulness in the dialogue was related to a tense mood.

The strong correlations between the loudness- and fastness-related low-level

features and the EA ratings were reflected across all of the eight scene types,

indicating that these features were robust correlates of EA in general. The

performance of the high-level features with the HT and TA ratings varied more

by scene type, which was to be expected due to the shared emphasis on music and

dialogue in some of the features as well as scene types. Nevertheless, we found

at least two medium or large HT and TA correlations for each scene type, the

face happiness feature being the most consistent correlate of both dimensions.

This is an understandable result since practically all film scenes contain faces

even though not all contain dialogue or music.

In all, the result indicates that film mood ratings in the EA dimension can be

modeled with low-level computational features related to loudness and fastness,

while the HT and TA dimensions require the use of more complex features

such as those estimating the emotional expression in faces, music, and dialogue.

While the precise nature of the perceptual phenomena underlying the success

of the high-level features in mood modeling remains to be determined, from a

practical standpoint the result is a promising one. Since it appears that existing
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high-level features succeed where low-level features fail, it seems likely that

a combination of both feature types could be used to produce an accurate and

encompassing estimate of film mood.
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7. Discussion

The goal of this dissertation was to investigate film mood from the perspectives

of cognitive film studies and computer science. Specifically, its objectives were to

examine the assessment of film mood, the perceptual properties of film mood,

and the usability of computational features in the modeling of film mood. Based

on the results related to these objectives (Chapters 4–6), the research questions

of the dissertation are answered and the implications of the results discussed in

Section 7.1. The limitations of the study as well as potential avenues for future

research are discussed in Section 7.2.

7.1 Answering the Research Questions

7.1.1 Research Question 1

In the research presented in Chapter 4, relating to publications P1, P2, and P4,

we sought to answer the first research question of the study: in what ways are

assessments of film mood related to individual differences between the assessors,

their emotional responses, and the assessment method used? In an answer

to this research question, we found that mood ratings were not influenced by

the assessors’ gender, expertise, personality traits, or initial mood. We also

found that the assessors were generally in greater agreement about their mood

ratings than their emotional response ratings, and that the mood ratings also

differentiated the assessed film scenes better in terms of affect. Lastly, we found

that a direct assessment method could be used to reliably assess film mood in

terms of hedonic tone (HT), energetic arousal (EA), and tense arousal (TA).

In sum, it appears that film mood is a robust measure against individual

differences and that viewers are generally adept at assessing it. In terms of

experimental psychology, the result indicates that scenes from mainstream films

can be used to study the causes (e.g. narrative and aesthetic attributes) and
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effects (e.g. emotional responses) of perceived affect in film, and that such studies

can be carried out using assessors with varying personality traits and levels of

expertise in film. In terms of cognitive film studies, the result offers empirical

support for the feasibility of film mood as a concept [91, 114], and suggests

that in analyzing the affective experience of film, mood could be considered

a complementary concept to aesthetic appraisal [79] as a form of affective

appraisal [100]. In perceiving a specific mood in a film scene, viewers are in effect

appraising its affective character. Placing this appraisal within the framework

of the affective experience of film, we can see film mood as an intermediate stage

between stimulus and response: the film’s individual “elicitors of affect” [91,

p. 457], typically used in an affectively coherent fashion [90], give viewers an

overall impression of the film’s affective intent, which in turn primes or “cues”

them to have an affective experience themselves [116]. This experience typically

involves such elements as engagement, identification, and moral concerns [83],

which in turn may vary greatly according to the viewers’ gender [85], film

expertise [112], and initial mood [123], as well as other personal, political,

economic, and cultural factors [83]. However, our results indicate that the

appraisal of a film’s mood, i.e. its affective character, is much less contingent on

such factors, involving mostly comprehension and perception on behalf of the

viewers. In light of this finding, it appears that film mood may prove useful in

future efforts in cognitive film studies to understand the ways in which films

elicit emotional responses in viewers [92], and why these responses may differ

across viewers with different backgrounds.

From the perspective of computer science, our results concerning the robust-

ness of film mood as a measure suggest that in studies on the computational

modeling of film affect, mood might be a more useful target attribute than emo-

tional response. The result that mood ratings could be collected directly in terms

of three dimensions, instead of the more commonly used two [139], is especially

promising from the perspective of computational studies, which tend to require

a large amount of data for the training of prediction algorithms [123].

7.1.2 Research Question 2

In the research presented in Chapter 5, relating to all four publications of

the study, we sought to answer its second research question: what are the

perceptual properties of film mood in terms of its structure within scenes, its

variance across scene types, and its relation to the aesthetics of the scene? In an

answer to this research question, we found that film scenes tended to exhibit

a rise–plateau–fall general arousal structure, while valence tended to change
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relatively little within scenes. We also found that scenes in which the soundtrack

was dominated by dialogue tended to be more muted in terms of HT, whereas the

mood of music-dominated scenes spanned the entire range of HT values, from

negative to positive, evenly. Lastly, we found stylistic attributes to be closely

related to the EA dimension across a variety of scene types, while the relation

between style and HT and TA appeared to be more complex.

These results have several interesting implications from the perspective of

cognitive film studies. For one, it seems that film scenes tend to have an

arousal structure that reflects principles of narrative construction [15] and film

rhythm [88] as well as the general shot scale and duration patterns found within

scenes [35]. The similarity of these aspects of filmmaking offers support for the

view that various narrative and stylistic means tend to be used in tandem in

mainstream film to facilitate viewer engagement [19,90].

As for differences between scene types, our finding that music- and dialogue-

dominated scenes have distinctive moods profiles in terms of HT suggests that

these are worthwhile scene type categories to consider in studies seeking to

understand how various sound types contribute to affective expression in film.

Although the general ability of music to influence the tone of films has been

examined both theoretically [26,117] and empirically [42,50], classifying existing

film scenes by their use of music and dialogue would allow studies to determine

how these elements are actually used to express and elicit emotions and other

affects in film.

Regarding the influence of aesthetic attributes on film mood, on a general

level, our results serve as an affirmation of the importance of style in terms of

affective expression in film. When studying the individual mood dimensions

more specifically, though, it becomes apparent that each dimension is influenced

by different aspects of film style, and that in a complex narrative art form like

film, the relationship between style and valence is not as straightforward as it

is with simpler stimuli [133]. In addition, the specific relations between stylistic

attributes and mood dimensions appear to be contingent on the scene type in

question. This can be taken as further support for the idea of considering scene

types separately.

Some of these implications may also prove relevant in terms of computational

studies. For example, if the within-scene rise–plateau–fall arousal pattern is a

reflection of a similar pattern in the use of stylistic attributes, as a comparison

with the results in [35] suggests, then it may be worthwhile to assign weights to

the extracted computational features based on their point of occurrence within

the scene, in particular their proximity to the assumed point of peak arousal
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slightly past the scene’s halfway mark. Also, the close relation we found between

perceived fastness and EA across various scene types support the development of

improved computational estimates of fastness. Ideally, such a feature would be

based on not just visual information, as is more common [139], but the potential

congruent contributions of both the visual and the auditory modalities [56,88].

7.1.3 Research Question 3

In the research presented in Chapter 6, relating to publications P3 and P4, we

sought to answer the third research question of the study: to what extent can

computational features be used to model ratings of film mood? We investigated

the use of low-level computational features in the prediction of aesthetics, mood,

and emotional response ratings, as well as the use of high-level features in

mood modeling. In an answer to the third research question, we found that

low-level features could be used to predict style, mood, and emotional response

ratings with moderate success. We also found that low- and high-level features

complemented one another in mood modeling, the former correlating with EA

ratings and the latter with HT and TA ratings.

These results suggest that for better performance, computational studies

of film affect, which currently mostly rely on low-level features [139], should

include high-level features in the modeling for better performance. On the other

hand, it appears that the EA dimension is well within the grasp of relatively

simple low-level features related to loudness and fastness. A more accurate

estimate of fastness might improve the results further, though it appears that

character movement is not a significantly better measure of perceived fastness

than the more simple pixel motion feature.

7.2 Limitations and Future Research

The main limitation of the study is that its results apply to single film scenes.

This leaves open the question as to how the mood of a particular scene might

relate to the mood of other scenes and the complete film. In classical storytelling,

each scene forwards the narrative [18], but in affective terms, all scenes are not

created equal: the so-called affect structure of a film has been said to regulate

the viewers’ emotions from moment to moment, with certain moments of greater

consequence than others [126]. From this perspective, the overall mood of a

complete film is not the sum total of the moods of its individual scenes, but

rather a more complex combination of contributions from scenes varying in
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affective significance.

In modeling the mood of complete films, principles of narrative structure [15]

and statistical estimates of structurally significant points within a film [34]

could be used to assign weights to individual scenes. The use of a given stylistic

attribute could also be tracked throughout a film, with affectively important

scenes detected based on moments of significant deviation from the norm, such as

a sudden use of loud music in an otherwise quiet film. The baseline against which

these deviations are judged could also be genre-specific, taking into account the

modifying effect of genre on the viewers’ expectations [19].

Another limitation is the small number of scenes used in the first user study.

We addressed this issue with the second user study, and based our analysis of

the relation between aesthetics and mood on data collected in both studies. Still,

other central results of the dissertation, such as those concerning the differences

between the mood and emotional response ratings, and those regarding the

affect curves, are based on the smaller set of 14 film clips used in the first user

study. Though we did strive to include a variety of different scenes in the set, and

had a large number of participants to assess them, the small number of scenes

does limit the external validity of the results. It would therefore be reasonable

to verify some of the findings with a larger number of scenes, including scenes

from non-mainstream films (e.g. art films, documentaries). Our finding that film

mood can be assessed directly in terms of three dimensions could be used to

streamline the collection of a large number of mood ratings in such a study.

The experimental paradigm of our user studies could also be criticized for

potentially affecting the emotional response assessments collected in the first

user study. For one, the participants performed the assessments in a collective

viewing scenario, with several participants present at once. It could be argued

that such a scenario, in which the participants were at least peripherally aware

of each other’s presence, may have inhibited the emotional responses of some par-

ticipants compared to a solitary viewing scenario. This may indeed be the case,

but on the other hand, the realistic viewing scenario (a movie theater environ-

ment with other viewers present) may also have strengthened the participants’

emotional responses through such social effects as emotional contagion [8]. We

also provided the participants a degree of privacy by seating them one seat apart

in the theater and by turning the lights off for the viewing of the film clips.

A second paradigm-related criticism is that single film scenes may be inad-

equate for eliciting strong emotional responses, and that the responses would

have been stronger (i.e. resembled the mood ratings more closely) had the par-

ticipants seen the clips in the context of the complete films. This may also
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be the case, although we sought to minimize this effect by using as stimuli

film scenes that could be understood on their own, without knowledge of the

preceding events. Also, while it is indeed likely that the participants’ emotional

responses would have been stronger had they viewed the scenes in context, it

is also possible that their impressions of the mood of the scenes would have

changed accordingly. For example, a single positive film scene might elicit a

stronger emotional response from viewers if it was seen as part of an intense

horror film, but the scene’s perceived mood might similarly be seen as more

positive in context than on its own, mitigating the difference between the mood

and emotional response ratings. In any case, since we collected ratings from over

50 films in the study, restricting the stimuli to single scenes was necessary for

practical reasons. Future studies will hopefully be able to extend the empirical

investigation of film mood from single scenes to entire films.

The current study also leaves open the question as to what extent the high-

level computational features were actually related to the perceptual attributes

they sought to estimate, namely the emotional expression in faces, music, and

dialogue. Since we did not collect ratings of these aspects of emotional expression

in the clips from the participants of the user study, we cannot say how closely

the values of the high-level features would be matched with human assessors’

perceptions of the corresponding attributes. For example, the correlation of each

music emotion feature with two distinct mood dimensions could be a reflection

of a tendency towards emotional coherence in mainstream film music, e.g. in the

sense that in order to be salient [31], the music in positive film scenes tends to be

not just positive, but also energetic. On the other hand, the features could also

just be measuring similar aspects of the music track. Similarly, the fact that the

TA ratings were related to a lack of detected happy faces, but not to an abundance

of sad faces, could be an indication of a lack of expressed happiness being a

characteristic of tense scenes, but it could also simply reflect the comparative

ease of the computational detection of smiles. To answer such questions, the

values of the computational features would need to be compared with ratings of

the corresponding perceptual attributes given by human assessors.

Despite these limitations, many of the study’s findings would provide inter-

esting topics for further investigation. One such finding is the mood structure

of film scenes. A separate study focused on this topic could investigate how

aesthetic changes within a scene might be related to concurrent changes in the

scene’s mood. Such a study could also attempt to relate the moment-to-moment

changes in a scene’s mood to its overall mood rating.

Another potentially worthy topic could be the interplay of style and affect in
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different scene types, particularly those that differ in their use of music and

dialogue. One particularly interesting question raised by our results concerns

the influence of dialogue on film mood. If dialogue-dominated scenes do indeed

tend to have muted moods in terms of HT, as our results suggest, is it the nature

of film dialogue itself that causes this by requiring viewers to devote more

cognitive resources to the processing of the additional narrative information

delivered by the dialogue [68]? Or is the more muted mood rather the result of a

generally narrower range of stylistic expression afforded by scenes that contain

prominent dialogue?

Lastly, the roles that emotional expression in faces, music, and dialogue play

in terms of a scene’s overall mood certainly require further study. A perceptual

study seeking to uncover the nature of their involvement in the affective expe-

rience of film could include the prosodic qualities of spoken dialogue, such as

intonation and rhythm [106], and their effect on mood. It could also examine

the interplay between the framing of characters, their facial expressions, and

the contents of their dialogue in creating specific moods in film. On the other

hand, from the perspective of computer science, our success in using high-level

computational estimates of emotional expression in mood modeling might serve

as encouragement for the further development of such features. Recent work on

the use of deep learning in film affect modeling [11] has shown that activation

values extracted from a deep neural network can be used as computational fea-

tures alongside traditional low-level features to improve modeling performance,

especially when the number of available film clips is limited. Combining this

result with our findings on high-level features, it seems likely that the use of

both low- and high-level features in conjunction with deep learning methods will

play a part in making accurate computational modeling of film mood not just a

promising goal, but a reality.
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8. Conclusions

Film is a difficult medium to pin down. Art on the one hand, entertainment on

the other; infinitely complex, yet governed by conventions; audiovisual expres-

sion in the service of storytelling.

What is beyond question, though, is film’s ability to elicit emotions. This

involves an interplay of various narrative and aesthetic means, which, when used

coherently and skilfully, evoke attention, interest, engagement, and emotions

in viewers. Halfway between these two poles of storytelling technique and

emotional response we can place a construct called film mood, which describes

the viewers’ perceptions of a film’s affective character. Though the viewers are

rarely conscious of this perception, it is nevertheless a crucial component in

the affective experience of film, since it is through the filter of the mood – the

totality of the film’s aesthetic and affective expression – that the viewers attend

to the film, subconsciously allowing it to color their impression of a character, to

increase their excitement at a car chase, to make them that much more moved

by a happy ending.

This dissertation has been an effort to study film mood from the dual perspec-

tives of cognitive film studies and computer science. Its objectives have been to

determine how assessments of film mood are related to individual differences

between the assessors, their emotional responses, and the assessment method

used; to examine the properties of film mood in the context of aesthetic and

affective expression in film; and to investigate the usability of computational

features in the modeling of film mood.

The study found film mood to be an intuitive concept to assess, robust against

individual differences, a useful descriptor of film affect, predictably structured

within scenes, related to various stylistic attributes, and within the grasp of

existing low- and high-level computational features. In particular, the study

illustrated that the affective properties of a film scene are characterized more

precisely by ratings of the perceived mood of the scene than the viewers’ emo-
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tional response to the scene, and that these mood ratings can be modeled

computationally with a combination of low- and high-level features.

These results align the dissertation with recent works in cognitive film studies

and computer science that aim to increase understanding about the affective

experience of film and to develop methods to describe films by their affective

properties. With these contributions, the dissertation hopes to be a part of

ongoing efforts to illuminate the structures underlying the art of film, to help

exorcise the ghost in the emotion machine.
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Appendix A: Film Clips

The full lists of the film clips used in the first and second user studies are given

in Tables A.1 and A.2, respectively.
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Table A.1. The film clips used in the first user study.

# Group
Viewing

Film title Year Film genre
Timecodea Durationb

order [h:mm:ss] [m:ss]

1

A

1/7 Amélie 2001 comedy 2:00:35 1:33
2 2/7 Children of Men 2006 drama 0:26:00 2:04
3 3/7 Before Sunrise 1995 drama 1:31:57 2:30
4 4/7 Days of Heaven 1978 drama 0:04:05 1:34
5 5/7 The Night of the Hunter 1955 drama 0:56:30 1:55
6 6/7 The Good, the Bad and the Ugly 1966 western 2:45:49 2:14
7 7/7 500 Days of Summer 2009 comedy 0:31:20 2:01

8

B

1/7 E.T.: The Extra-Terrestrialc 1982 adventure 1:47:42 1:07
9 2/7 Army of Shadows 1969 drama 0:38:40 1:51
10 3/7 Punch-Drunk Love 2002 comedy 1:06:30 1:13
11 4/7 The Shining 1980 horror/thriller 0:34:59 1:53
12 5/7 Vertigo 1958 horror/thriller 0:26:00 1:42
13 6/7 Blue Velvet 1986 drama 1:55:32 2:18
14 7/7 Raiders of the Lost Ark 1981 adventure 0:07:45 2:06

a Timecodes indicate the start of the clip in the film and apply to NTSC DVD releases.
b Playback at 25 frames per second.
c 20th Anniversary version.
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Table A.2. The film clips used in the second user study.

# Film title Year Film genre
Timecodea Durationb Loca- Time Dialogue Music
[h:mm:ss] [m:ss] tionc of day scene scene

1
The Assassination of

2007 drama 2:30:05 2:13 mix day false true
Jesse James ...

2 Death Wish 3 1985 action 0:53:49 1:04 int night false false
3 The War of the Roses 1989 comedy 1:00:48 1:43 mix day true false
4 Ocean’s Eleven 2001 adventure 0:51:58 2:03 int night true false
5 V for Vendetta 2005 horror/thriller 1:09:40 1:04 int night true true
6 As Good as It Gets 1997 drama 0:08:52 1:20 int day true false
7 The Fly 1986 horror/thriller 0:28:26 0:42 int night false true
8 Raising Arizona 1987 comedy 1:14:13 1:42 int day false false

9
The Lord of the Rings:

2001 adventure 1:53:05 1:21 ext day false true
The Fellowship ...

10 Red Dawn 1984 action 0:41:41 1:13 int night true false
11 Back to the Future Pt. II 1989 adventure 0:39:51 1:31 mix night true false
12 Driving Miss Daisy 1989 drama 0:43:34 1:47 ext night true false
13 Men in Black 1997 adventure 1:16:59 1:31 int night false true
14 Heartbreak Ridge 1986 action 0:06:35 1:10 int day true false
15 Pulp Fiction 1994 horror/thriller 1:34:52 1:03 ext day false false
16 Bridget Jones’s Diary 2001 comedy 0:02:00 1:48 int day true false
17 Tootsie 1982 comedy 0:32:26 0:51 int day false true

18
Before the Devil

2007 drama 1:21:06 2:05 int day true false
Knows You’re Dead

19 Lord of War 2005 drama 0:16:32 1:17 ext day false true
20 Beverly Hills Cop 1984 action 1:17:40 1:43 int day true false
21 The Sixth Sense 1999 horror/thriller 0:02:51 1:08 int night false false
22 500 Days of Summer 2009 comedy 0:31:20 2:06 ext day false true
23 Braveheart 1995 drama 0:36:20 1:31 ext night false true
24 L.A. Confidential 1997 horror/thriller 0:49:06 0:38 int day false true
25 The Shining 1980 horror/thriller 0:36:29 1:58 int night false true
26 The Right Stuff 1983 adventure 0:12:52 1:18 ext night false false
27 Shakespeare in Love 1998 comedy 0:46:01 2:06 int night false true
28 Meet the Fockers 2004 comedy 1:24:53 1:28 int night true true

29
The Fast

2001 action 1:05:58 1:37 ext day false true
and the Furious

30 Marie Antoinette 2005 drama 1:23:57 1:05 ext day false false
31 The Karate Kid 1984 action 0:08:58 1:08 ext day false true
32 No Way Out 1987 horror/thriller 0:20:30 1:03 ext day true false
33 The Age of Innocence 1993 drama 0:35:52 1:05 int night false true
34 Terminator 2 1991 action 0:31:19 1:37 int day false true
35 The Da Vinci Code 2006 horror/thriller 0:07:44 1:40 int night false true
36 The Beach 2000 adventure 0:10:49 1:24 int day false true
37 Before Sunrise 1995 drama 1:32:38 2:47 ext day true false
38 Police Academy 1984 comedy 0:42:36 0:54 int day true false

39
Pirates of the Caribbean:

2006 adventure 0:42:41 1:52 ext day false true
Dead Man’s Chest

40 The Thing 1982 horror/thriller 1:29:20 1:55 int night true true
41 Into the Wild 2007 adventure 0:56:21 1:08 ext day false true
42 Robocop 1987 action 0:15:02 2:07 mix day false true
43 A Few Good Men 1992 drama 1:20:05 1:06 int night true false
44 Desperado 1995 action 0:50:23 1:07 int day true false
45 E.T.d 1982 adventure 1:42:01 1:25 ext day false true
46 Legends of the Fall 1994 drama 0:54:45 1:12 ext day false true
47 Hot Shots! 1991 comedy 0:56:43 0:55 ext day false true
48 Wedding Crashers 2005 comedy 1:38:41 1:00 ext night false true
49 Requiem for a Dream 2000 drama 0:57:41 1:18 int night true true
50 The English Patient 1996 drama 0:05:16 1:05 ext day false true

The first participant group viewed the clips in the listed order, and the second group in reverse order.
a Timecodes indicate the start of the clip in the film and apply to DVD/Blu-ray releases at 24 frames per second.
b Playback at 24 frames per second.
c int = interior, ext = exterior, mix = mixed.
d Original version.
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Appendix B: Big Five Inventory

The list of the items in the Big Five Inventory assessment scale [59] is given in

Table B.1. The list consists of 44 statements describing the assessor’s personality,

each rated from 1 (“completely disagree”) to 5 (“completely agree”). It was used

to assess the participants’ personality traits in the first user study. In the study,

the list was preceded with the following instructions, adapted from [59, p. 157]

and translated into Finnish along with the list itself:

Here are a number of characteristics that may or may not apply to you. Please circle

the number next to each statement that indicates the extent to which you agree or

disagree with that statement (1 = “completely disagree”, 5 = “completely agree”).
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Table B.1. The items in the Big Five Inventory scale.
Adapted from [59].

I see myself as someone who...
1 Is talkative
2 Tends to find fault with others
3 Does a thorough job
4 Is depressed, blue
5 Is original, comes up with new ideas
6 Is reserved
7 Is helpful and unselfish with others
8 Can be somewhat careless
9 Is relaxed, handles stress well

10 Is curious about many different things
11 Is full of energy
12 Starts quarrels with others
13 Is a reliable worker
14 Can be tense
15 Is ingenious, a deep thinker
16 Generates a lot of enthusiasm
17 Has a forgiving nature
18 Tends to be disorganized
19 Worries a lot
20 Has an active imagination
21 Tends to be quiet
22 Is generally trusting
23 Tends to be lazy
24 Is emotionally stable, not easily upset
25 Is inventive
26 Has an assertive personality
27 Can be cold and aloof
28 Perseveres until the task is finished
29 Can be moody
30 Values artistic, aesthetic experiences
31 Is sometimes shy, inhibited
32 Is considerate and kind to almost everyone
33 Does things efficiently
34 Remains calm in tense situations
35 Prefers work that is routine
36 Is outgoing, sociable
37 Is sometimes rude to others
38 Makes plans and follows through with them
39 Gets nervous easily
40 Likes to reflect, play with ideas
41 Has few artistic interests
42 Likes to cooperate with others
43 Is easily distracted
44 Is sophisticated in art, music, or literature
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